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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Recent innovations in the oil and gas sector have catalyzed a renaissance in US production and a dramatic turnaround in America’s international energy trade position.
US crude oil production has increased from 5 million
barrels per day (b/d) in late 2006 to 9 million b/d in late
2014. Total petroleum production is over 12 million b/d,
making the US the largest liquids supplier in the world.
Rising production and declining petroleum consumption
has reduced US import dependence from 60 percent to
26 percent over the past eight years.
Although the US will likely continue to consume more
oil than we produce, and thus remain a net petroleum importer, there are growing concerns about the ability of the
US refining system to absorb future growth in domestic
crude production. Virtually all the recent and projected
growth in US crude output is lighter weight and lower
sulfur than the Canadian, Mexican, Venezuelan and Middle Eastern crudes many US refineries are currently configured to process. Refineries elsewhere in the world process light oil, but under current law, US crude oil exports
are largely (though not entirely) prohibited. The growing
mismatch between domestic crude supply and domestic
refining capacity is prompting a re-evaluation of these export restrictions.
There are both proponents and opponents of increasing
the amount of crude oil that can be exported from the
United States. Domestic oil producers worry that without access to foreign markets, they will have to discount
their oil to incentivize refiners to process it at existing
facilities or cover the investment required to build new
ones. Lower market prices for US crude producers could
reduce upstream investment and future domestic production growth. Many refiners worry that allowing crude oil
exports will raise domestic crude prices, harm their competitiveness and reduce the incentive for new refining
investments. Consumers worry that exporting oil could
increase gasoline and diesel prices and leave them more
vulnerable to future international supply disruptions. And
some environmental groups worry that allowing exports
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will result in more shale development domestically and
more greenhouse gas emissions globally.
This report reviews the origin and current form of US
crude export restrictions and analyzes the energy market,
economic, security, geopolitical, trade and environmental
implications of modifying or lifting those restrictions.
In short, we find:
•

The original rationale for crude export restrictions
no longer applies. Today’s oil market looks very
different than in the 1970s when current crude oil
export restrictions were first put in place. At that
time, the US had adopted domestic price controls
to combat inflation and crude export restrictions
were necessary to make those price controls effective. While price controls have long since fallen
away, crude export restrictions remain.

•

If recent production growth rates continue, a
shortage of US light crude refining capacity will
likely reduce domestic crude prices relative to international levels, slowing the pace of upstream
investment and future crude output. Modifying or
removing crude export restrictions would prevent
this from occurring by allowing domestic producers to compete in global markets.

•

Permitting companies to export crude oil in greater quantities may reduce the rents refiners receive
relative to leaving current restrictions in place, but
will likely decrease the price Americans pay for
gasoline, diesel and other petroleum products and
benefit the US economy as a whole.

•

While the nature of the impact of lifting crude export restrictions is relatively clear, the timing and
magnitude is highly uncertain. The recent decline
in oil prices will slow the pace of US production
growth and may delay the point at which domestic
light crude refining capacity shortages occur. The
speed and cost at which refiners could add or re-
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configure capacity is unknown, as is the response
of producers elsewhere in the world to any change
in US supply.
•

In light of these and other variables, we estimate
lifting current crude export restrictions could increase US crude production anywhere between 0
and 1.2 million barrels per day on average between
now and 2025, and reduce domestic gasoline prices by between 0 and 12 cents per gallon.

•

Allowing exports would make the US more resilient, not less, to supply disruptions elsewhere in
the world. Greater integration into global markets
would make US oil supply more responsive to international market developments, mitigating the
impact on American consumers and the US economy of production losses in other countries.

•

Lifting crude export restrictions is consistent
with past and present US trade policy priorities,
would enhance US credibility in current and future trade negotiations, and avoid creating a precedent that could harm US trade policy objectives
down the road.

•

Increased US crude production can weaken the
economic power, fiscal strength and geopolitical
influence of other large oil producing countries.
The magnitude of any export policy-driven impact is small, however, relative to recent oil market developments. More important for US foreign
policy are the current crude trade relationships retained and new ones created if export restrictions
are modified or lifted, along with the potential for
greater US diplomatic leverage in future application of sanctions or pursuit of other objectives.

•

To the extent allowing exports lowers crude oil and
petroleum product prices, global oil demand will
increase, along with oil-related CO2 emissions.
While we do not believe export restrictions are an

appropriate or cost-effective way to reduce CO2
emissions, it is critical that more aggressive policy
actions in other areas are taken to demonstrate that
boosting domestic supply can be consistent with
meeting our climate objectives.
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INTRODUCTION

The application of hydraulic fracturing, horizontal drilling
and seismic imaging to unlock oil from shale and other
tight geologic formations has catalyzed a renaissance in
US production and a dramatic turnaround in America’s
international energy trade position. US crude oil production has increased more than 70 percent over the past
eight years, from just over 5 million barrels per day (b/d)
in late 2006 to 9 million b/d in late 2014.1 Combined
with a more than 100 percent increase in output of natural gas liquids (NGLs), US oil production is approaching
12 million b/d.2 Biofuels and refinery gains increase overall US liquids output by another 2 million b/d, making
the United States the world’s largest producer.3
Although the United States will likely remain a net crude
importer for the foreseeable future, there are growing concerns about the ability of the US refining system—much
of which is currently configured to process heavy, sour imported crude—to absorb rapidly growing domestic light
tight oil (LTO) production. Processing LTO in a refinery
optimized for heavy crudes changes the mix of products
produced (e.g., gasoline, diesel, kerosene, and fuel oil) and
can reduce overall refinery sales revenue. Building new
refineries to process domestic LTO takes both time and
money. There are refineries elsewhere in the world configured to process light oil, but under current US law crude
oil exports are largely prohibited.
US oil producers worry that without access to foreign
markets, they will have to discount their oil to incentivize refiners to process it at existing facilities or to cover
the investment required to build new ones. Lower domestic oil prices would reduce the revenue producers
earn on their current output and could impact drilling
activity and thus future growth in supply. Refiners worry
that allowing crude oil exports will cause them to lose
revenue, potentially becoming unprofitable in some cases, and reduce the incentive for investment in new domestic capacity. Consumers worry that lifting crude export restrictions could increase gasoline and diesel prices
and leave them vulnerable to future international supply
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disruptions. For many environmental groups, allowing
crude exports exacerbates existing concerns over the local and global environmental impact of the US oil and
gas renaissance.
This report, a collaboration between the Center on Global Energy Policy at Columbia University and the economic research firm Rhodium Group, attempts to help both
policymakers and stakeholders navigate this complex issue by providing an overview of the origin and current
form of crude export restrictions in the United States and
an objective, fact-based assessment of the energy market,
economic, security, geopolitical, trade, and environmental implications of modifying or lifting those restrictions.
The report is organized in seven sections:
1. The origin of US oil export limits. Current export
restrictions were adopted during the 1970s, a period of
extreme economic interventionism, including economy-wide wage and price controls. By 1981 the price
controls on crude oil had been eliminated, but export
restrictions persisted. At several points since the 1970s,
presidents from both political parties have taken steps
to relax these restrictions for targeted reasons—from addressing excess production of heavy California crude oil
to fostering free trade in energy with Canada to opening
markets for Alaskan crude. The recent spike in US crude
production has prompted a reevaluation of crude export
restrictions as a whole.
2. What’s driving the current debate. We examine the
renaissance in US oil production and how it is changing the country’s energy trade position. We provide an
overview of the domestic refinery system and its ability
to process additional LTO. We discuss the factors determining when and to what extent the current crude export
restrictions will distort market outcomes on a persistent
and significant basis, including the impact of the recent
drop in oil prices.
3. The economic impacts of allowing exports. This
section begins with a discussion of what economic the-
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Although the United States will likely remain a net crude
importer for the foreseeable future, there are growing
concerns about the ability of the US refining system—much
of which is currently configured to process heavy, sour
imported crude—to absorb rapidly growing domestic light
tight oil (LTO) production.
ory and empirical evidence can tell us about the impact
of allowing crude exports on producers, refiners, and
consumers. We review all major crude oil export studies conducted to date and explain the assumptions and
methodological choices that determine their findings.
We identify the variables that will determine the impact
of allowing crude exports on domestic production, refined petroleum prices, and overall economic output.
We suggest a likely range of potential impacts based on
both our review of existing studies and assessment of
current oil market dynamics.

6. Environmental risks. We discuss the local environmental risks associated with domestic tight oil production, and quantify the potential impact on global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions of allowing crude exports.
7. Policy options. We describe the policy tools available
to policymakers to modify current export restrictions if
they choose to do so, including both congressional and
administrative actions.

4. Energy security consequences. For decades, policymakers have extolled the benefits of “energy independence.” Allowing crude exports would increase US integration in global oil markets, seemingly at odds with
long-held energy security objectives. We stress-test past
energy security assumptions and evaluate both the pros
and cons of greater energy interdependence.
5. Geopolitical and trade policy considerations. We
examine the consistency of current crude export restrictions with existing international trade commitments and
implications for current and future trade talks. We review
the broader geopolitical implications of allowing crude
exports, including the impact on US diplomatic leverage
and specific bilateral relationships.
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THE ORIGIN OF OIL EXPORT RESTRICTIONS

The 1970s shook the oil industry to the core and brought energy security to the fore of American public consciousness. Resource nationalization, the end of the dominance of the “Seven
Sisters” international oil companies, the Arab oil embargo, and
the revolution in Iran redrew the global energy map.
These events in the 1970s are often credited with giving
rise to concerns about oil “scarcity” that ultimately led to
restrictions on the export of oil. But the seeds of the oil export ban were sown years earlier. Preceding the export ban
was more than a decade of oil import restrictions aimed
at addressing the threat to US producers posed by cheap
Middle East crude. Despite these protections, US oil production peaked in 1970 and began a decades-long decline.
The peak in production immediately preceded a series of
far-reaching economic measures by President Nixon to fight
rising inflation, rising unemployment, and a growing US

balance of payments deficit. Nixon started by taking the US
dollar off the gold standard and followed up with economy-wide price and wage controls. Oil exports were not an
issue at first, as the price of crude within the United States
was higher than international levels. After the 1973 Arab
oil embargo, however, international crude prices soared, giving US producers an incentive to sell their crude abroad. To
defend domestic price controls, the government introduced
oil export restrictions. While price controls have long since
been abandoned, oil export restrictions persist.
WHERE OIL TRADE RESTRICTIONS GOT
THEIR START
While current export laws date back to the 1970s, the
United States began restricting oil trade in the 1950s. At
that time cheap oil from Venezuela and the Middle East

Figure 1: US crude oil production and net crude oil imports 1920–1980
(1,000s b/d)

12,000

US Net Imports of Crude Oil

10,000

US Crude oil production

8,000
6,000
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Source: EIA.
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF OIL PRICE REGULATION
The Nixon administration’s ninety-day freeze on prices,

to increased calls for the federal government to become

to be a four-phase program of price controls. The price

regulating a “fair” allocation of oil.

including oil, in August 1971 was Phase I of what came
1

controls applied to more than just oil, but oil was usually
treated differently than other goods during each subse-

quent phase. Phase II of the price controls in November
1971 were more flexible than Phase I by allowing prices to

be raised to reflect increases in input costs, but oil prices
were effectively frozen at Phase I levels. Oil supply issues
became more acute, and regional heating oil shortages

involved in not just setting prices of oil products but in
In response to generally rising prices through the first half

of 1973, the Nixon administration instituted a sixty-day
economy-wide price freeze from June to August 1973.

After August 1973, the price control system moved to

Phase IV, again with the petroleum industry subject to a
separate set of more stringent price controls.

emerged in the winter of 1971. Gasoline shortages hit

The core of these Phase IV price controls on oil was a two-

were repeated in the winter of 1972–1973, especially in

move the disincentive for investing in more production, the

in the summer of 1972.2 And the heating oil shortages

inland areas without access to imported products.3 In

early 1973, the economy-wide price control regime had

moved to Phase III, which was a voluntary version of the
Phase II controls. Under this voluntary system, the ongo-

ing heating oil shortage resulted in a very sharp increase
in heating oil prices. As a result, in March 1973 the admin-

istration set a special rule reimposing strict price controls

on the twenty-three largest oil companies (accounting for
95 percent of oil sales).

4

The large firms subject to these Phase III price controls

had a reduced incentive to import oil because they could

not pass along the increasing prices for imported crude oil,

and a reduced incentive to invest in expanding production,
which contributed to the supply crunch. Moreover, smaller
producers and refiners were exempt from price controls,

providing them with a competitive advantage and leading

was making its way to US shores in rising volumes, threatening more expensive domestic production (Figure 1). In
response, President Eisenhower limited imports of crude
oil, refined fuel, and unfinished oils under the Mandatory Oil Import Program (MOIP) in 1959.4 The rationale
behind the import restrictions was that “crude oil and the
principal crude oil derivatives and products are being imported in such quantities and under such circumstances as
to threaten to impair the national security.”5 The concern
was not just increased US import dependence, but also
that domestic production capacity would wither in the
face of the surplus of foreign supply. MOIP import limits
resulted in up to a 70 percent premium for US oil relative

tiered pricing system for domestic crude oil. To try to re-

system distinguished between “old oil” and “new oil.” Old
oil was that from fields already in production, while new
oil was that from fields in which the government was hoping to spur development.5 The price for old oil was con-

trolled, but the price for new oil was not (imported oil also
remained uncontrolled).6 To administer the system, the
federal government had to become heavily involved in ad-

ministering an increasingly complex set of allocation rules.
These Phase IV oil price controls and allocation rules were
later codified and extended by the Emergency Petroleum
Allocation Act of 1973, passed in November 1973.

Price controls remained in place until President Carter be-

gan to phase them out in 1979, part of an effort to boost
domestic production, with President Reagan completing
their elimination in 1981.

to oil produced in the Middle East and spurred an increase
in domestic oil production.6 US crude output rose by nearly 2.6 million b/d between 1959 and 1970,7 the second
largest expansion in US history, behind only the nearly
3.6 million b/d increase in US crude production over the
last five years.8 While protectionist measures did result in
greater US production, critics argued they also resulted in
excessive resource depletion, created “deadweight” economic losses, facilitated an unjustified transfer of wealth to
refiners who were allocated import rights and could thus
obtain cheaper international crude, and drove up prices for
US consumers relative to those in other nations.9
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Despite artificially high domestic oil prices, US consumption grew rapidly. US gasoline demand expanded by 46
percent between 1960 and 1970 due to overall economic
growth, suburbanization, and the proliferation of large,
inefficient passenger vehicles.10 Increasing amounts of petroleum products were also being used in factories, power plants, and homes, partly in response to air pollution
concerns that prompted utilities to switch from coal to
less-polluting oil.11
INFLATION AND PRICE CONTROLS
The first signs of an oil supply crunch were already emerging by 1970, with warnings about potential brownouts,
blackouts, and fuel rationing in some regions.12 US crude
production peaked in 1970 at just over 9.6 million b/d.
In March 1971, for the first time in a quarter century, the
Texas Railroad Commission allowed all-out production at
100 percent of its capacity, a historic watershed in the US
oil industry that ended the practice of holding actual production below capacity, providing the world with a security reserve that could be called on in times of emergency.13

As oil production headed into its long decline, and demand showed no sign of slowing, it was clear that imports
would have to make up a larger proportion of US supply.
In recognition, import quotas under the MOIP began to
be relaxed throughout 1970 to bring in more oil supplies.14
Imports as a share of total oil consumption thus rose from
19 percent in 1967 to 36 percent in 1973.15
At the same time, the economy was experiencing worrying levels of inflation (as high as 6 percent annually in
1970),16 high levels of unemployment, and a sharp deterioration in the US balance of payments. With political
pressure mounting to address these economic issues and
an election looming in 1972, President Nixon took several
unprecedented economic steps. On August 15, 1971, he
announced a plan that included taking the US off the gold
standard, and instituting a 90-day economy-wide freeze
on wages and prices—including on oil.17 The temporary
freeze turned into a program of various price and wage
control measures that persisted for the next three years—
and continued for the next decade for crude oil (See box,
“A Brief History of Oil Price Regulation”).18

Figure 2: Prices paid by US refiners for domestic and imported crude oil
In nominal US dollars/barrel
$40
US domestic nominal

$35

US imported nominal

$30
$25
$20
$15
$10

Source: EIA, “Crude Oil Refiner Acquisition Costs.”
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THE EMERGENCE OF EXPORT RESTRICTIONS
Even before the Arab oil embargo caused an oil scarcity
panic, the phrase “energy crisis” had already emerged
as part of the American political vocabulary along with
growing concern that a major supply problem loomed.19
In April 1973 Nixon delivered his second energy message to Congress outlining additional measures to spur
greater development of all domestic energy resources
and improving conservation measures. For oil, he not
only discussed greater domestic production but announced that he was abolishing the import quota system because domestic supply could no longer keep up
with demand.20
Then, in October 1973, the Arab oil embargo jolted the
energy system by taking 5 million b/d off the world oil
market at a time when demand was growing at an annual
rate of nearly 8 percent.21 As concerns about energy supplies swelled, President Nixon announced Project Independence, which laid out conservation measures and plans
to develop reserves in an effort to make the country energy
independent by 1980.
When President Nixon had first imposed petroleum
price controls, domestic US crude prices (around $3.50
per barrel) were higher than the prevailing global oil
price (at less than $3 per barrel in 1970). By 1974, global oil prices had risen to $12.52 per barrel while domestic oil prices averaged $7.18, thus creating an incentive
for producers to look abroad to sell at higher prices,
which would have undermined the price control system
(Figure 2).

The Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act of 1973
The Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act (EPAA) of
1973, passed on 27 November 1973, codified and extended the complex set of Phase IV oil price controls and
allocation regulations that had been adopted earlier that
year.22 The EPAA also determined that “shortages of crude
oil, residual fuel oil, and refined petroleum product caused
by inadequate domestic production, environmental constraints, and the unavailability of imports sufficient to satisfy domestic demand, now exist or are imminent.”23 The
stated purpose of the EPAA was to authorize and direct
the president to exercise specific temporary authority to
deal with the artificial oil shortage by allocating oil supplies, including ensuring that such supplies were allocated

to end users in the United States. To implement the export
restriction in the act, crude oil was controlled for short
supply reasons under the Export Administration Act of
1969, which authorized the president to limit exports of
resources determined to be scarce. This action subjected
exports of crude and refined products to regulation and
licensing by the Bureau of East West Trade (predecessor to
the Bureau of Industry and Security [BIS]), which would
allocate limited oil exports to countries based on preexisting trade relations.24

The Trans-Alaska Pipeline System Act
The Trans-Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS) Act sought to
speed up development of Alaska’s vast North Slope resources, which had been discovered in 1968. The development of those resources had been held up in part by
environmental concerns regarding their extraction and in
part by a debate over the pipeline route that would be used
to get the crude to market.
Lawmakers from the northern Midwest favored a pipeline through Canada, which would feed regional refineries. Proponents of an alternative pipeline to a port at
Valdez, Alaska, argued that this would be the quickest
way to get crude to market. Opponents argued that a
sea route meant some of the oil would end up in Japan,
the market where it would likely fetch the highest price.
Indeed, a 1971 study by the Department of the Interior
found that British Petroleum, which owned 50 percent of
the Prudhoe Bay field reserves, had signed an agreement
with a group of Japanese oil companies “which would
include marketing an undisclosed amount of (Alaskan)
crude oil in Japan.”25
The compromise TAPS Act, passed shortly before the
EPAA in 1973, selected the route to the Port of Valdez
and amended the Minerals Leasing Act (MLA) of 1920 to
forbid the export of crude from any pipeline granted rights
of way through Section 20 of that act, subject to some
exceptions discussed later.26
The act allowed some exports with countries bordering the
United States, exports of convenience of transport (i.e.,
through the Panama Canal to the US Gulf Coast),27 or exchanges for equal quantities of crude oil for the efficiency
of trade, which helped protect the vital Canadian-US cross
border trade.28
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CONGRESS MAKES OIL EXPORT
RESTRICTIONS PERMANENT

THE EVOLUTION OF EXPORT RESTRICTIONS
THROUGH EXECUTIVE BRANCH ACTION

While the Arab oil embargo ended in March 1974, heightened political attention to oil shortages and security of
supply persisted. President Gerald Ford highlighted energy
independence in his 1975 State of the Union message and
signed the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (EPCA)
into law in December 1975. EPCA expanded the twotiered oil pricing system into a three-tiered system, created
the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, made the United States
a member of the International Energy Program (IEP)
through the newly formed International Energy Agency,
and increased fuel efficiency requirements. It also directed the president to “promulgate a rule prohibiting the export of crude oil and natural gas produced in the United
States,” with some exceptions, including those necessary
for participation in the IEP. This was a more direct statutory export prohibition than that in the EPAA.

Findings by both the president and the secretary of commerce subsequently altered these laws. President Jimmy
Carter announced in June 1979 a phased decontrol of oil
prices as part of an effort to stimulate domestic production,
while international oil prices spiked from $14 a barrel to $35
a barrel in early 1981 following the Iranian Revolution.30
In his first executive order upon entering office in 1981,
President Ronald Reagan finished the job by eliminating
the remaining price controls for oil and refined products.31

EPCA provided authority and discretion to the president by
allowing him to make a “class of seller or purchaser, country
of destination, or any other reasonable classification or basis
as the President determines” exempt from the ban, as long as
it is determined to be in the national interest and align with
the purpose of EPCA. In considering the national interest,
the presidential finding must take into account that EPCA
does not interfere with exchanges of crude oil with foreign
governments or persons for the convenience of increased
efficiency of transportation, temporary exports for convenience or increased transport efficiency and which will later
be reimported, or historical trading relations with Canada
and Mexico. With respect to price controls for crude oil,
EPCA gave the president the authority to loosen them and
to do away with them entirely anytime after 1979.
As the government moved to create laws governing the
development of oil and natural gas resources, it expanded
efforts to increase domestic production through the Naval
Petroleum Reserve Production Act (NPRPA) of 1976 and
the Outer Continental Self Lands Act (OCSLA) Amendments of 1978. In all these cases, production is “subject to
all of the limitations and licensing requirements of the Export Administration Act.” And exports are only permitted if
the president finds such exports “are in the national interest”
and “will not diminish the total quantity or quality of petroleum available in the United States” or, in the case of OCSLA, “will not increase reliance on imported oil or gas.”29
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In October 1981 the Department of Commerce removed
quantitative limits on the export of all refined products. An
interagency task force had concluded that allowing exports
of refined products would be in the national interest, that
the domestic economy was no longer threatened by excessive
drain of a scarce natural resource, and that US consumers
would benefit if refiners had greater marketing flexibility.32
In 1985 President Reagan determined export of crude oil
to Canada for internal consumption was in the national
interest, as part of a declaration liberalizing energy trade
between the two countries. The findings were made under EPCA, Section 28 of the MLA, the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authorization Act, and the OCSLA.33 Notably, crude
transported over the Trans-Alaska Pipeline or derived from
the Naval Petroleum Reserves was excluded.
Using authority delegated by the president pursuant to
section 103 of EPCA in 1976, the secretary of commerce
determined (also in 1985) that exports of crude oil from
Alaska’s Cook Inlet were in the national interest and should
not be subject to the restrictions in EPCA, NPRPA, OCSLA, or MLA. The finding cited the incentives that would
be created for exploration and development of domestic
crude, transportation, and for the energy security of our allies, and said the initiative “will also encourage other countries to remove trade barriers to US goods and services. It
does not affect our energy security as we retain the flexibility to react to changes in the world’s available oil supply.”34
In 1988 President Ronald Reagan allowed certain additional oil exports to Canada as part of the United States–
Canada Free Trade Agreement. Up to 50,000 b/d of crude
transported over the Trans-Alaska Pipeline were allowed to
be shipped to Canada, as well as oil derived from the National Petroleum Reserves.35
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In 1992 President George Bush found that exports of
heavy California crude (API of 20 degrees or lower) of up
to 25,000 b/d were in the national interest.36 Production
of heavy California crude had eclipsed the ability of the
state’s refiners to process that quality crude, resulting in a
surplus that was driving down prices at the same time that
the world oil price had crashed. The California Independent Petroleum Association at the time noted that demand
for the crude in the state was also weakening due to new
state air quality restrictions, and that due to the Jones Act
tanker laws, the heavy California crude could not be marketed into the US East Coast competitively against foreign
heavy crude.37 Rather than abandon certain wells, the export outlet was deemed to provide a potential price boost
that would make continued production economic.
Exports of crude oil from Alaska’s North Slope were allowed under a finding by President Bill Clinton in 1996,
which stated that exports of crude oil that had been transported over rights-of-way granted in Section 203 of the
Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authorization Act were in the national interest.38 The finding followed the passage of a law
by Congress in 1995 that authorized such exports subject
to a presidential determination. Along with determinations that the exports would not diminish the total quantity or quality of oil available to the United States and that
it would not cause shortages or sustained oil price increases
significantly above world market levels, it was noted in the
Federal Registry that only US-flagged and -owned vessels (but not necessarily US-built) were allowed to carry
TAPS oil for export. Critics of the ban on ANS exports
had attacked it on claims that development of Alaskan oil
was restricted, as prices into the domestic market did not
promote production and were limiting economic and jobs
growth. The General Accounting Office found in a 1999
study that lifting the ban resulted in higher Alaskan North
Slope and California oil prices than would otherwise have
been the case, and thus “future production should increase
because the ban was lifted.”39
CURRENT REGULATIONS GOVERNING
PETROLEUM EXPORTS

Crude oil
Current BIS regulations reflect these various administrative decisions over the years to create specific categories of

allowable exports of crude oil. Crude oil exports are not
allowed unless they fit into one of the following categories,
for which an export license from BIS is required, or upon
an individualized showing that export is in the national
interest:40
•

Exports from Alaska’s Cook Inlet

•

Exports to Canada for consumption or use
therein

•

Exports in connection with refining or exchange
of strategic petroleum reserve oil

•

Exports of heavy California crude oil up to an average volume not to exceed 25,000 b/d

•

Exports that are consistent with certain international agreements

•

Exports that are consistent with findings made by
the president under an applicable statute

•

Exports of foreign origin crude oil where the exporter can demonstrate that it has not been comingled with oil of US origin

•

Exports pursuant to an exchange meeting statutory criteria

As noted above, exports from Alaska’s North Slope are also
permitted under a license exemption. (The regulations refer to exports transported by pipeline over rights of way
granted via the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System, which covers
only Alaska North Slope crude.)
If the application to BIS falls within one of these categories,
it is presumed to be permissible and is generally granted in
a timely fashion. The largest category of exports is typically to Canada. There have also been increasing volumes
of foreign crude (mainly from Canada) that have been
re-exported from the United States. These require that the
exporter can demonstrate to BIS that the oil has not been
commingled with oil of US origin. Recent reports have
noted that Canadian crude has been re-exported, albeit in
relatively small amounts, to Italy, Singapore, Spain, and
Switzerland.41
Beyond these permitted categories, BIS will also review
other applications on a case-by-case basis and “generally
will approve such applications if BIS determines that the
proposed export is consistent with the national interest
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and the purposes of the Energy Policy and Conservation
Act (EPCA).” BIS explains that certain kinds of transactions will be considered to meet that standard, the most
important of which are swaps.
According to BIS, a swap is in the national interest when it:
•

will result directly in the importation into the US
of an equal or greater quantity and an equal or better quality (emphasis added) of crude oil or of a
quantity and quality of petroleum products . . .
that is not less than the quantity and quality of
commodities that would be derived from the refining of the crude oil for which an export license
is sought;

•

will take place only under contracts that may be
terminated if the petroleum supplies of the US are
interrupted or seriously threatened; and

•

in which the applicant can demonstrate that,
for compelling economic or technological reasons that are beyond the control of the applicant, the crude oil cannot be reasonably marketed in the US.

There is considerable uncertainty as to precisely how this
regulatory language might be implemented. It may be
challenging for applicants to demonstrate that the crude
could not be reasonably marketed in the United States for
“compelling economic or technological reasons.” After all,
there is some price at which refiners will take the crude (either making necessary capital investments in equipment to
run more light crude and/or reducing total throughput),
raising the question of how large the differential needs to
be between US and world crude prices to be a “compelling
economic reason.”
Additionally, light oil is typically valued more highly than
heavy oil in the global market and thus could be considered better quality. In the United States, however, significant refinery investments have been made to process heavy
crude (see following section). As a result, exchange applications may have difficulty demonstrating that the heavy
oil being imported is of “equal or better quality” than the
light oil being exported. This may be addressed, potentially, by importing more heavy crude than the export volume, demonstrating the better margin yield for domestic
refiners of processing imported heavy oil, or by importing
product rather than crude.

BIS ADMINISTRATION EXPORT LICENSES FOR SHORT SUPPLY CONTROLS
In September of 1979, Congress passed the renewal of
the Export Administration Act, which regulates exports of

dual-use goods and technologies (i.e., goods with civilian
uses that could also “contribute to the military potential”
of other countries), and exports of scarce goods to pro-

tect the economy from the “excessive drain” of scarce
materials. The 1979 EAA did not independently repeat the

export restriction on domestically produced crude oil, as
that restriction was already in place pursuant to EPCA.

Licenses are controlled by the department’s Bureau of In-

dustry and Security, and the rules of licensing are spelled
out in the Export Administration Regulations, which im-

plement the provisions of the EAA’s short supply control
list. While EPCA directs the president to restrict crude oil
exports, it is through the authority granted by the EAA to
the president that BIS promulgated regulations to control
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exports for national short supply purposes, as well as national security and foreign policy.

Over the years, the number of goods controlled for short
supply reasons has dwindled. Short supply controls currently cover only crude oil, unprocessed western red cedar from federal or state lands under harvest contracts

entered into after 30 September 1979 (excluding unpro-

cessed western red cedar timber harvested from public

lands in Alaska, private lands, and Indian lands), and
horses exported by sea for the purpose of slaughter.

The 1979 EAA expired in 1989 but has been reauthorized several times over the years. The last reauthorization expired in 2001, and it has since been extended by

presidents using the authority granted in the International

Emergency Economic Powers Act through a declaration
of national emergency.1
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Under BIS regulations, the distinction between crude
oil and refined products turns on whether the liquid
hydrocarbons at issue have been processed through a
crude distillation tower.
For most of these categories of permissible exports, a license is required from BIS. That licensing process is not
public, so we do not know how many licenses have been
granted or how many applications have been submitted.
The lack of transparency is due to the sensitive national security issues, such as dual-use technologies, that BIS often
deals with in its licensing regime, as well as the commercial
sensitivity of crude oil export licenses that are granted on
a cargo-by-cargo basis. This is in contrast, for example, to
the public approval process for natural gas exports, which
are granted for a period of time to a particular entity.

Refined products
Refined product exports are allowed and do not require a
license. This means that the distinction between “crude oil”
and “refined products” is crucial to current export policy.
Under BIS regulations, the distinction between crude oil
and refined products turns on whether the liquid hydrocarbons at issue have been processed through a crude distillation tower. In the regulations,42 crude oil is defined as
a mixture of hydrocarbons that:
•

existed in liquid phase in underground reservoirs;

•

remains liquid at atmospheric pressure after passing through surface separating facilities; and

•

which has not been processed through a crude oil distillation tower (emphasis added).

According to this definition, any liquid hydrocarbon that
has been through a crude oil distillation tower is not crude
oil, and therefore can be exported without a license. Indeed, as discussed in the following section, the United
States today is the largest refined petroleum exporter in the
world. Product exports are mostly out of the Gulf Coast,
while product imports are mostly to the East Coast.43

Generally, people had understood the requirement of
processing through a distillation tower to equal being
processed through a full-fledged refinery, or at least to be
separated into multiple, unfinished product streams. Recently, various companies have been investing in less expensive condensate splitters (costing hundreds of millions
of dollars as opposed to billions of dollars for a full-fledged
refinery) along the Gulf Coast to process crude oil for export. And, as explained in the next section, at least two
recent BIS classification rulings indicate that even simpler
processing of stabilization followed by treatment through
a distillation tower qualifies very light crude oil, known as
“condensate,” for export as a refined product.
On 30 December 2014, BIS issued a set of FAQs that
identified six factors it will consider, among others, in determining whether liquid hydrocarbons have been “processed through a crude oil distillation tower.”44 In short,
BIS requires that the distillation process materially transform the crude oil inputs into a chemically distinct output
that is of different API gravity and has a particular purpose
other than just making the crude exportable, such as use as
feedstock, diluent or gasoline blend stock.
While it will be necessary to see how BIS applies these
criteria in practice in order to fully understand their impact, the new FAQs make clear a few important points.
First, BIS has clearly indicated that “processes that utilize pressure reduction alone to separate vapors from
liquid or pressure changes at a uniform temperature,
such as flash drums with heater treaters or separators,
do not constitute processing through a crude oil distillation tower.” Second, it is clear that companies may now
export lightly processed condensate that has been both
stabilized and processed through a field distillation tower, as was approved in the summer of 2014 for at least
two other companies (discussed in the next section).
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Indeed, given that a license is not needed to export refined product, the new BIS FAQs should make it easier for other companies, including the many reportedly
with pending classification requests at BIS, to self-certify their cargoes as available for export and bypass BIS
classification rulings altogether. Third, although much
of the commentary around the new FAQs focused on
their impact on condensate exports, with projections of
condensate exports in the range of 300,000 to 500,000
b/d,45 the language of the FAQs applies to all liquid hydrocarbons, and it remains to be seen whether simple
processing with a distillation tower of light oil (e.g., 40
or 45 API gravity) would also be sufficient to make the
light oil exportable as refined product.

Condensate
Condensate is very light hydrocarbon liquid. While there
is no precise definition, it is generally considered to be
higher than 50 degrees API gravity.46 Condensate is treated
differently for export purposes depending on its source—
even if the liquid from the different sources are chemically
essentially the same thing. Condensate that comes straight
off a wellhead—so-called lease condensate—is considered
crude oil from the perspective of BIS regulations and thus
is not exportable without a license.47 “Plant condensate”48
that results from the processing of natural gas, on the other
hand, is allowed to be exported.
Recently, BIS issued at least two classification rulings49 to
Pioneer Natural Resources and Enterprise Product Partners that, according to public reports of the nonpublic rulings, found that Eagle Ford condensate that has been both
stabilized and processed through a field distillation tower50
is considered refined product and, thus, can be exported.
The reports of these rulings took many by surprise because
this is a much simpler process than that used in a fullfledged refinery.
There remains some uncertainty about how much processing of the condensate is required to classify it as a
refined product rather than crude oil. As discussed in the
prior section, that uncertainty was significantly mitigated
by recent FAQs released by BIS that seem to make clear
that the sort of lightly processed condensate approved
for export by Pioneer and Enterprise will be permissible
for others to export as well. This clarification is important because stabilization and field distillation towers are
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much cheaper than splitters, hydroskimmers, or distillation towers at refineries.
Some observers have noted that potential conflict exists
with BIS treatment of lease condensate as crude oil in the
first place since the BIS regulations state that crude oil “existed in liquid phase in underground reservoirs.” But most
lease condensate exists in a gas phase underground and
condenses at atmospheric conditions.51 This legal claim
may face difficulty, however, because the BIS regulations
explicitly include “lease condensate” in the definition of
crude oil.52
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THE CURRENT DEBATE OVER EXPORTING US OIL

THE US OIL BOOM
While US oil export restrictions have evolved gradually
over the past forty years, US oil market conditions changed
dramatically over the past few years, prompting a reevaluation of export restrictions in their entirety. The application
of hydraulic fracturing, horizontal drilling, and seismic
imaging to tight oil formations has catalyzed a renaissance
in US oil production. After peaking at 11.3 million b/d in
1970, US production began a multi-decade decline, falling
to 6.8 million b/d in 2006.53 US oil demand grew by 6
million b/d over the same period, leaving the country dependent on imports for up to 60 percent of total supply.54
Since 2008, however, US oil production has recovered dramatically. Crude supply is up more than 3.8 million b/d as
of September 2014, to 8.86 million b/d, with significant

gains in 2012, 2013 and 2014.55 Production of oil-like
natural gas liquids (NGLs) from shale and other gas wells
has doubled from 1.7 to 3.3 million b/d, bringing the total
US supply to 11.9 million b/d.56 This surge has entirely
erased the previous multidecade decline (Figure 3).
While US oil supply has grown, demand has declined
nearly 1.8 million b/d since 2006.57 Vehicle efficiency has
improved significantly due to both high oil prices and new
federal fuel economy standards.58 Changing driving patterns have limited the growth of vehicle usage.59 Tax incentives and federal mandates for ethanol have further eroded
the domestic market for gasoline.60
In the face of falling demand, the surge in domestic crude
production has translated into a sharp reduction in the US

Figure 3: US oil production and net imports 1973–2014
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petroleum trade deficit. In 2006 the United States imported
more than 12 million b/d, on net, of crude oil and refined
petroleum products (Figure 3). During the first three quarters
of 2014, that number fell to 5.2 million b/d. As discussed
above, there is no legal restriction on the export of refined petroleum products, and in less than a decade the United States
has gone from being the world’s largest product importer to
the largest exporter of refined products on a gross basis (and
second largest on a net basis).61 In 2006 the United States
imported 2.5 million b/d of net gasoline, diesel, fuel oil, and
other petroleum products (Figure 4). During the first three
quarters of 2014, the United States exported 2.2 million b/d
net. Net US crude imports have fallen from 10.1 million b/d
to 7.1 million b/d over the same period.
GETTING THE OIL TO MARKET
This dramatic turnaround in US oil production has upended the domestic oil transportation system. When US crude
production was declining, most new pipeline and refinery
investments were made to facilitate the transport and pro-

cessing of imported crude. Pipelines were built out to move
crude from the US Gulf Coast to refineries in the Midwest.
More than half of all US refining capacity is located along
the US Gulf Coast (Table 1) known as the “PADD 3” region
in the oil industry (see separate box on the PADD system),
close to large import terminals. Another quarter of US capacity is on the East and West Coasts (PADD 1 and PADD
5 respectively). That leaves a little less than a quarter of US
capacity in interior states (PADD 2 and PADD 4), where
much of the recent surge in US oil production has occurred.
As these “Midcontinent” refineries became quickly saturated with domestic crude, much of it produced in the Bakken
region of nearby North Dakota, producers began seeking
out other markets.62 Over the past few years pipelines running from the Gulf of Mexico inland have been reversed,
and midstream companies have scrambled to build additional capacity. In the absence of sufficient pipeline capacity,
producers have returned to shipping oil by rail, a practice
previously abandoned due to relatively high transportation
costs (Figure 5). Rail shipments have given East Coast and,
increasingly West Coast, refineries access to domestic crude.

Figure 4: Crude and refined product net imports
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Table 1: US refining capacity (2013)
Region

Nelson
Complexity
Index63

Bottom of the
Barrel Index64

Sulfur
Content (%)

API Gravity
(degrees)

Capacity
(operable,
1,000 b/d)

Production
(gross input,
1,000 b/d)

Utilization
Rate (%)

PADD 1

8.99

0.44

0.76

34.40

1,295

1,079

83.3

PADD 2

9.88

0.52

1.45

33.14

3,769

3,378

89.6

PADD 3

11.57

0.58

1.52

30.03

9,094

8,154

89.7

PADD 4

8.50

0.41

1.42

34.00

630

580

92.1

PADD 5

11.16

0.64

1.39

27.76

3,029

2,533

83.6

US TOTAL

10.84

0.56

1.43

30.79

17,818

15,724

88.2

	
  

Source: Oil & Gas Journal, EIA and Rhodium Group estimates.

The lag between domestic production and take-away
capacity to move oil from the Midcontinent to the Gulf
Coast resulted in a sizeable discount for inland crude
prices, such as West Texas Intermediate (WTI), the US
oil benchmark priced in Cushing, Oklahoma, and coastal crude prices, such as the Louisiana Light Sweet (LLS)
crude produced offshore in the Gulf of Mexico (Figure 6).
Between 2011 and 2013, WTI sold for $15 per barrel less

on average than LLS because of WTI’s relatively limited
market opportunities. As transportation bottlenecks have
improved, and inland producers are able to get their product to Gulf Coast refineries, that price gap has closed. But
due to the nature of those Gulf Coast refineries, many of
which have invested heavily to process specific kinds of
imported crude oil, there are concerns about how much
domestic crude they can absorb.
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Figure 6: WTI-LLS spread
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A MISMATCH BETWEEN DOMESTIC SUPPLY
AND REFINERY DEMAND
As noted in Table 1, PADD 3 refineries have more than
9 million b/d of combined refining capacity. In 2006
three-quarters of the oil they processed was imported. That
has fallen to roughly half, due to growth in domestic supply. Yet while PADD 3 refineries still buy around 3.9 mil-

THE PADD SYSTEM

lion b/d of crude and unfinished oils from abroad, there
are limits to how much they will be willing to switch to
domestically produced oil.65
Crude oil is not a single chemical compound, but rather
many, many compounds that are combinations of hydrogen and carbon atoms (i.e., hydrocarbons). Crudes produced in different places have different chemical charac-

Figure 7: Petroleum Administration for Defense
Districts (PADDs)

The United States is divided into five socalled Petroleum Administration for Defense Districts (PADDs). These were originally established during World War II with
the aim of allocating petroleum products
within the war economy. The administration system was abolished by 1946, but
PADDs are still widely used for data collection and statistical reporting purposes.1

Source: EIA.
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Table 2: Crude quality definitions

Table 2: Crude Quality
API Gravity
Ultra Light
Sweet
Light

More than 50°

Generally low

35° to 50°

Less than 0.5%

Medium Sour

0.5% to 1.0%

Sour

More than 1.0%

Sweet
Medium

26° to 35°

Medium Sour

More than 1.0%
10° to 26°

Medium Sour

Less than 0.5%
0.5% to 1.0%

Sour
Extra Heavy

Less than 0.5%
0.5% to 1.0%

Sour
Sweet
Heavy

Sulphur Content

More than 1.0%
Less than 10°

Generally high

Source: EIA.

teristics. Two of the most important are density and sulfur
content. A crude’s density determines what kind of equipment is needed to process it and the mix of refined products it yields. The industry assesses crude density using the
API gravity standard, developed by the American Petroleum Institute. A crude’s API gravity is a measure of its
density relative to water, denominated in degrees. The Energy Information Administration (EIA) describes crudes
with an API gravity greater than 35 degrees as “light,”
those between 27 degrees and 35 degrees as “medium” and
those below 27 degrees as “heavy” (Table 2). Very light oil
is often referred to as condensate, not crude. Light crudes
can be processed in relatively simple refineries to produce
high value light petroleum products like gasoline, diesel
and jet fuel. Producing a similar amount of light product
from heavier crudes requires additional equipment, like
catalytic crackers and cokers.
Crudes also vary in sulfur content. In most countries, including the United States, the sulfur must be removed in the
refining process so the resulting gasoline, diesel, jet fuel and
fuel oil meet sulfur emission standards. This requires additional equipment. Crudes with a sulfur content of less than
0.5 percent are generally referred to as “sweet,” while those
with a greater than 1 percent sulfur content are referred to
as “sour.” Crudes with a sulfur content between 0.5 percent
and 1 percent are often referred to as “medium sour.”

The crude being produced from tight oil formations in
the United States is both light and sweet, and often referred to as “light tight oil,” or LTO.66 Crudes produced
from the Bakken formation in North Dakota, for example,
have an API gravity between 40 and 45 degrees and sulfur
content below 0.2 percent. That is close to both the WTI
benchmark and the international Brent benchmark crude,
both of which are light and sweet (Figure 8). Crudes produced from Eagle Ford shale in Texas are even lighter, with
roughly half of the barrels above 45 degrees.
In contrast, the average barrel of oil processed by a PADD
3 refinery in 2013 had an API gravity of 30 degrees and
sulfur content of 1.5 percent (Table 1). PADD 3 refineries are some of the most complex in the world (Table
3), thanks to billions in investment over the past twenty years aimed at processing heavier Canadian, Mexican,
and Venezuelan crudes and higher-sulfur crudes from the
Middle East. Oil & Gas Journal publishes an annual survey of global refineries. In this survey, the complexity of a
refinery is reflected in two indicators—the comprehensive
Nelson Complexity Index (NCI) and Oil & Gas Journal’s
Bottom of the Barrel Index (BoBI)—focused specifically
on a refinery’s ability to process heavier crudes (although
simple refineries do sometimes process medium and heavy
crudes to make fuel oil for power generation). In 2013 the
United States had a NCI of 9.9 versus a global average of
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Figure 8: US crude in context
API Gravity (y-axis), sulfur content (x-axis), and production volume (bubble size)
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Source: Energy Intelligence and Rhodium Group estimates.

6.9, and a BoBI 0.52 vs. a global average of 0.28. Within
the United States, PADD 3 refineries had a NCI of 11.6
and a BoBI of 0.58.
It is entirely possible for a complex PADD 3 refinery to process domestically produced LTO—indeed, they are process-

ing significant quantities today by blending it with other
crudes. At some point, however, increasing the LTO share
of the crude slate becomes economically challenging as processing limits are encountered, primarily with respect to the
refineries’ capabilities to process “light ends” (e.g., naphtha,

Table 3: Global refining capacity (2013)

Table 3: Global Refining Capacity (2013)
Region
United States
Other North America

Number of
Refineries
124
23

Capacity (operable, th
Bottom of the Barrel
Nelson Complexity Index
bbl/d)
Index
17,815
9.88
0.52
3,497

8.54

0.38

South America

64

5,860

5.33

0.28

Western Europe

94

13,582

7.67

0.27

Eastern Europe

89

10,602

5.72

0.15

Africa

45

3,218

4.01

0.11

Middle East

44

7,393

4.27

0.14

Asia Pacific

162

25,279

5.26

0.20

Total

645

87,246

6.87

0.28

Source: Oil & Gas Journal

Source: Oil & Gas Journal and Rhodium Group estimates.
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butane, propane, and gas). Even with additional investment
to run higher volumes of LTO, refineries will be challenged
by the lower-valued light products that LTO yields and by
the inability to fully utilize expensive downstream upgrading equipment, resulting in a reduction in the quantity of
some high-value products, especially diesel and jet fuel.
Since some refiners will be displacing lower cost heavy and
medium crudes, idling the high cost processing equipment
that allowed them to do this, they will likely require a discount from domestic crude producers to justify this change
in crude slate. An alternative to backing out heavier imports in existing refineries is to build new refining capacity
configured specifically for domestic LTO. Some of this has
already started to occur, mostly via splitters or small expansions in areas with advantaged access to the growing
volumes of domestic crude, such as Montana, North Dakota, Utah, and Texas. As crude production continues to
grow, and with export restrictions still in place, additional
“crude-to-product” facilities will be constructed.
New refineries come at a cost as well, however. The capital expenditures entailed must be recovered, either through higher
refined product prices or discounted crude acquisition costs.

Uncertainty over whether the administration may change existing export policies, combined with permitting and regulatory barriers, may also constrain additional refining investment.
WHEN DO EXPORT RESTRICTIONS BEGIN
TO BITE?
Because of this mismatch between domestic crude production and United States refinery configuration, restrictions
on crude exports have already begun to distort market
outcomes, even though the United States remains a large
crude importer on net. LLS is a light sweet crude, similar to WTI, Bakken, Eagle Ford, and the international
benchmark Brent. Unlike WTI or other inland US crudes,
however, there are no transportation barriers between LLS
and Gulf Coast refineries. Due to this proximity, LLS has
traditionally traded at a slight premium to Brent (Figure
9). In October and November of 2013, however, LLS traded at a $9 discount to Brent, on average. This was due to
a combination of three factors—the alleviation of transportation bottlenecks that brought more inland LTO to
the Gulf Coast, seasonal refinery maintenance (known as
“turnaround”) that reduced Gulf Coast crude demand,

Figure 9: LLS-Brent spread
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and the loss of Libyan production that left the global market short of light crude and caused Brent crude prices to
rise. Were US companies allowed to export crude, the seasonal weakness in domestic refinery demand would likely
have been reduced by foreign demand for LTO, keeping
the LLS-Brent spread more in line with historical averages.
The LLS-Brent spread closed by the end of 2013 and remained small during the 2014 maintenance season. This
suggests the market impact of crude export restrictions has
thus far been small. When export restrictions start distorting markets on a persistent and significant basis depends
on the future rate of US crude production growth, the
ability to further displace imports, and the ability to expand exports currently allowed under US law.

Displacing imports
Foreign light crude (35 degrees and above) has been almost
entirely backed out of the US refining complex due to the
availability and cost competitiveness of domestic LTO. In

2006 the United States imported 3.3 million b/d of light
crude. During the first three quarters of 2014, the United
States only imported 637,000 b/d of light crude (Figure
10). The principal foreign casualty of lower US demand
for imported light crude has been West African producers,
Nigeria in particular. In 2006 the United States imported
1.8 million b/d of West African crude. During the first
three quarters of 2014, that number fell to 273,000 b/d
(Figure 11). This has put downward pressure on West African crude prices. With the Atlantic Basin now a net crude
producer, West African crudes must compete with Latin
American and traditional Middle East suppliers in Asia.
With refining overcapacity and increasing ability to process heavy, sour oil in Asia, West African differentials have
been compressed, creating an indirect benefit from the US
tight oil boom for struggling European refiners who can
now access light oil more cheaply.
Lighter medium crude imports (30 to 35 degrees) have
also fallen, from 4 million b/d in 2006 to 2.7 million

Figure 10: US crude imports by API gravity
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b/d during the first three quarters of 2014. The ability
of US LTO to further displace medium imports is limited by the economics of blending and the willingness of
some Persian Gulf producers to lose US market share.
Saudi Arabia, for example, has reduced exports to the
United States but continues to demonstrate an interest
in retaining a significant foothold in the US market—to
maintain diversity of buyers, to supply the massive Motiva refinery on the Gulf Coast (which is half-owned by
Saudi Aramco, the country’s national oil company), and
potentially for strategic considerations.67 Iraqi, Mexican
and Venezuelan crude exports to the United States face
similar challenges, and those governments will face similar dilemmas over whether retaining US market share is a
strategic priority and how much of a price discount they
are willing to accept to do so.

Increasing exports
As discussed previously, US crude exports are allowed
in some cases, most notably to NAFTA partner Canada. Along with backing out light oil imports to the

United States, the biggest outlet for US light oil production to date has been to displace other light imports to Canada. US exports to Canada have skyrocketed over the past couple of years, from 67,000 b/d
in 2012 to nearly 300,000 b/d during the first three
quarters of 2014 (Figure 12). There are limits on the
ability of Canada alone, however, to absorb much
more US crude. In 2013, Canada imported an average
of 600,000 b/d of light crude oil, out of 640,000 b/d
of total oil imports.68
The crude export exceptions under current law that allow for exports to countries other than Canada permit
much lower volumes. The recent move by the Commerce
Department to approve the export of lightly processed
condensate, however, has opened up another modestly
sized export channel. If the administration were to continue to approve condensate export requests as suggested
by the BIS December 2014 FAQs discussed earlier, it is
estimated that anywhere from 300,000 to 500,000 b/d or
more of condensates might eventually be exported from
the United States.69

Figure 11: US oil imports by country of origin
1,000 b/d, three month moving average
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When does the point of saturation occur?
Estimating exactly how much additional US LTO production can be absorbed by domestic refineries without
significant yield declines or capacity additions is challenging. Refinery consultants Turner Mason estimate
that absent additional refinery investment, the domestic
market will reach saturation on a nonseasonal basis when
crude production reaches 10 to 11 million b/d.70 This is
similar to the findings of recent studies by consultancies
ICF71 and NERA.72
When will that occur? In November 2014 US crude
production was 9.1 million b/d.73 In the Reference case
of their 2014 Annual Energy Outlook, the EIA sees US
crude production peaking at 9.6 million b/d in 2019,
never reaching Turner Mason’s estimated point of saturation.74 In the EIA’s High Oil and Gas Resource side case,
which has been a better predictor of US crude production in recent years than the Reference case, output passes

10 million b/d in 2016.75 US oil production passes 10
million b/d that year in a number of private sector forecasts, including Citigroup, Goldman Sachs, and energy
consultancy Rystad. Other research puts the point of saturation lower than 10 million b/d. A recent study from
energy consultancy IHS, for example, estimates that market saturation will occur at between 9 and 10 million b/d
of domestic crude production.76
Since these production estimates were made, there has
been a sharp drop in both US and global oil prices.
Brent prices have fallen from a high of $115 per barrel
in June 2014 to below $65 a barrel as of mid-December
2014. WTI prices have fallen from $108 per barrel to
below $60 over the same period. It is too early to assess
the magnitude of the impact of this decline in oil prices (if sustained) on the US crude production outlook,
but directionally it will reduce production growth and
delay the point at which the domestic market reaches
saturation.

Figure 12: US crude exports to Canada
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Source: EIA, “Petroleum and Other Liquids: Data,” 2014.
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THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF ALLOWING EXPORTS

If and when the point of saturation is reached, what will
the impact be on US crude production, refinery investment, gasoline prices, and economic performance? And
what would the effect be of modifying or removing current
export restrictions? This question has become the subject
of considerable speculation among policymakers, industry, and the press, and the focus of a growing number of
economic studies. To help guide stakeholders through this
debate, we provide an overview of the relevant economic theory and highlight insights that can be derived from
empirical experience. We provide an apples-to-apples comparison of existing studies that seeks to quantify the potential impact, and describe the variables that matter most
in determining outcomes. Finally, we bound the range of
potential impacts given current energy market uncertainty,
and attempt to put those impacts in a broader economic
context for different stakeholders.
ECONOMIC THEORY AND EMPIRICAL
EVIDENCE
As detailed in a companion piece by Ken Medlock at
Rice University’s Baker Institute, trade restrictions inhibit commodity flows, which, in turn, affects price formation.77 In a competitive global crude market without any
trade restrictions, the selling price for a barrel of crude
produced in the United States will be determined by the
cost of producing the marginal barrel globally—adjusted
for transportation costs and differences in crude quality.
Indeed, there is generally a very tight correlation in crude
selling prices, regardless of geographic origin. Trade restrictions, however, can create a disconnect between the
global price of crude and the price producers in a particular country are able to charge by limiting their market
options.
The domestic crude infrastructure bottlenecks that
emerged in the United States in 2010 and 2011 offer an
empirical example of how trade restrictions could impact domestic crude prices once the point of saturation

is reached. As discussed previously, a shortage of pipeline capacity going from the US Midcontinent to coastal refineries created an inland crude surplus that led to
an average $15 discount between Cushing, Oklahoma,
and the Gulf Coast for a barrel of similar quality crude
between 2011 and 2013. At the margin, lower domestic wellhead oil prices will lead to lower domestic crude
production, whether due to infrastructure constraints or
export restrictions.
If domestic crude prices are likely to be higher if export
restrictions are lifted, won’t domestic gasoline, diesel, and
other refined product prices also rise? Indeed, concern
about the potential impact on American consumers is the
reason most frequently cited for leaving current crude export restrictions in place.78 However, both economic theory and empirical evidence suggest refined product prices
would fall, not rise, as explained in the box “What About
Gasoline Prices?”79
While an increase in domestic crude production and decrease in domestic refined product prices resulting from
a modification of current crude export restrictions would
likely harm the profitability of US refiners compared to the
rents they might capture with such a restriction in place,
it would help the US economy as a whole. Houser and
Mohan (2014)80 find that the US shale boom has increased
overall economic output in three ways:
1. increased investment in oil and gas production
and demand for the labor and equipment associated with that investment;
2. lower household and business energy costs due to
a decline in oil and gas prices; and
3. improved terms of trade as both the price and
quantity of imported oil and gas declines.
The magnitude of these benefits depends not only on the
extent of the production increase and price decline, but
also the overall state of the US economy. The economic
benefits are greater when the economy is operating below
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full employment, such as it is today. To the extent removing current crude export restrictions increases domestic
crude production and reduces refined product prices, the
nature of the economic impact will be similar to that of the
US shale boom overall.

or removing current crude export restrictions. The first,
commissioned by the American Petroleum Institute
(API), was conducted by energy consultancy ICF International and published in March 2014.81 The second major study, also commissioned by US oil producers, was
published by consultancy IHS in May 2014.82 A third
major study was conducted by economic consultancy
NERA and published by the Brookings Institution in
September 2014.83 In October, the Aspen Institute published a study conducted in cooperation with the MAPI
Foundation and Inforum Forecasting at the University of
Maryland (referred to as the MAPI study in this report),
which focused on the impacts of lifting crude export
restrictions on US manufacturing, largely adopting the
IHS estimates of the impact of the ban on crude production and product prices.84

EXISTING ESTIMATES
While economic theory and empirical evidence strongly
suggests that lifting current export restrictions will directionally increase domestic crude production, reduce gasoline and other refined product prices, and increase economic
output, the magnitude of the impact is highly uncertain.
Over the past year a number of studies have been published attempting to quantify the impact of modifying

WHAT ABOUT GASOLINE PRICES?
Perhaps the key issue, substantively and politically, in the
debate about whether to allow crude exports has been the
perception that such a move would push up prices at the
pump for consumers. Both economic theory and empirical
evidence, however, suggest refined product prices would
fall, not rise, if exports were allowed.
There is a relatively liquid global market for refined products, just
as there is for crude oil. The wholesale price of gasoline in the
United States, for example, is generally determined by the mar-

ginal cost of producing a gallon of gasoline around the world,
adjusted for quality and transportation costs. Unlike crude oil,
however, there are no restrictions on gasoline exports, and thus
no reason to expect a similar price discount. If the United States
reaches the point of saturation and we see a trade policy–driven
discount in domestic crude prices similar to the infrastructuredriven discount experienced over the past few years, the cost
to refiners of producing gasoline, diesel, and other products
will fall. But there is no reason why the domestic refiners would

Figure 13: Refinery acquisition cost of crude by PADD
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Partially in response to these studies, a refiner advocacy
group called Consumers and Refiners United for Domestic Energy (CRUDE) commissioned an analysis by consultancy Baker & O’Brien, which was also released in late
September 2014.85 As the policy debate surrounding crude
exports has grown, a number of investment banks have
also begun assessing the impact of the current restrictions
as well.

production by 1.0 to 1.7 million b/d over the same period. As it was largely based on the IHS analysis, the MAPI
study shows similar results. The NERA study projects the
largest increase in domestic crude production between
2015 and 2025 from lifting export restrictions—between
1.1 and 2.8 million b/d on average, depending on assumptions about the US tight oil resource base. Goldman Sachs (GS) sees US crude production growing by
1.5 million b/d in 2020 if exports are allowed.86 The Baker & O’Brien study estimates that planned refinery capacity will be sufficient to absorb all projected growth in
domestic crude production but does not explicitly model
the impact of that refinery investment on wellhead crude
pricing or production rates.

In analyzing the same policy question, these studies arrive at very different results. The ICF study, for example, finds that allowing crude exports would result in a
very small increase in domestic production—between
100,000 and 400,000 b/d on average between 2015 and
2025 depending on the scenario (Figure 15). In the IHS
study, lifting crude export restrictions boosts domestic

pass those savings along to consumers. US refiners will have
access to global product markets and the ability to sell gasoline
and diesel abroad at prevailing global prices.

refiners over this period respectively (Figure 14). Lower crude
costs improved refiner profitability but did not lower prices for
consumers. Likewise we would not expect refiners to pass on
an export restriction-driven discount in domestic crude costs
in refined product prices. To the extent that such a domestic
crude discount reduces US crude production, it would increase
global crude prices. Higher global crude prices would translate
into higher global marginal refining costs which would raise the
global price of gasoline, diesel and other refined product prices
from which domestic product prices are set.

Indeed, this is exactly what’s occurred over the past few years.
Between 2011 and 2013, PADD 2 refiners paid 16 percent less,
on average, per barrel of crude than PADD 1 refiners, thanks
to infrastructure bottlenecks between the US Midcontinent and
the East Coast (Figure 13). PADD 4 refiners paid 22 percent
less. Yet the price of gasoline sold by PADD 2 and PADD 4 refiners was only 1 percent and 1.4 percent lower than PADD 1

Figure 14: Wholesale gasoline price by PADD
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Figure 15: Increase in US crude production from lifting export restrictions, 2015–2025
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Figure 16: Reduction in refined product prices from lifting crude export restrictions, 2015–2025
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Figure 17: Increase in GDP from lifting crude export restrictions, 2015–2025
Billion 2013 USD
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Not surprisingly, the projected impact of lifting crude
export restrictions on domestic refined product prices
varies considerably across studies as well. The ICF study
projects a 2 to 4 cent per gallon decline, on average between 2015 and 2025, while IHS expects 7 to 12 cents
(Figure 16). Most of this is explained by the difference
in projected US crude production response to lifting
export restrictions, but other modeling assumptions
matter as well. For example, in its High Oil and Gas
Resource scenario, NERA projects a crude production
increase 65 percent larger than in the IHS Potential
Production case, but resulting in a reduction in refined
product prices that is 16 percent lower. Neither the GS
nor Baker & O’Brien studies estimate—or if so, they
do not report—the impact of allowing crude exports on
refined product prices.
The largest difference among the studies is in the projected economic impact of allowing crude exports. In
the ICF study, US GDP is up to $34 billion higher
on average between 2015 and 2025 if exports are allowed, or 0.18 percent (Figure 17). In the IHS Potential Production scenario, GDP is $169 billion higher,
on average, during that period, or 0.9 percent. Despite

projecting an increase in crude production growth
from allowing exports that is considerably higher than
IHS, NERA finds a GDP benefit roughly half the IHS
level. MAPI finds GDP benefits even larger than IHS,
while GS estimates that lifting the crude ban would
be a net economic drag until late in the decade when
allowing exports increases GDP.87 Interestingly, the
GDP gains from allowing exports fall dramatically by
2030 in the IHS Base Production and NERA Reference scenarios, while in the ICF Low Differential scenario they increase over time (Table 4).
UNDERSTANDING THE VARIABLES
To help policymakers and other stakeholders compare these
existing studies, as well as evaluate for themselves which
future they think most likely to eventuate, and under what
circumstances, we walk through the individual variables
that will determine the ultimate impact of allowing crude
exports, identify the assumptions existing studies make for
each, discuss alternative assumptions that could be made,
and map out the resulting effects on US crude production,
refined product prices, and US economic growth.
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Table 4: Impact of allowing crude oil exports

Table 4: Impact of lifting the crude export restriction
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2025

2030

2035

Increase in US Crude Prices ($ per barrel)
ICF
IHS
NERA
MAPI
GS

Low Differential

0.8

2.2

2.4

3.9

2.3

1.3

High Differential

7.8

7.2

5.4

3.7

2.3

1.3

Base Production

0.0

23.2

13.7

10.6

5.5

3.8

3.9

Potential Production

3.9

26.8

17.8

12.5

6.5

4.9

4.9

Reference

12.0

10.0

5.0

3.0

2.0

High O&G Resource

14.0

17.0

21.0

25.0

27.0

Low Exports

0.0

24.9

20.1

16.2

7.9

6.3

High Exports

0.0

23.9

19.0

15.1

9.9

6.8

5.0

No Export Ban

4.8

8.6

7.5

6.5

5.5

4.5

11.0

Increase in Crude Production (million bbl/d)
ICF
IHS
NERA
MAPI
GS

Low Differential

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.2

High Differential

0.2

0.4

0.5

0.5

0.3

0.1

Base Production

0.0

0.8

1.1

1.2

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.2

1.8

1.7

1.6

Potential Production

0.0

1.8

2.2

2.4

Reference

1.5

1.3

0.4

0.2

0.2

High O&G Resource

2.1

2.8

3.5

3.8

4.2

Low Exports

0.0

0.3

0.6

0.9

1.2

1.4

2.2

High Exports

0.0

0.4

0.9

1.3

1.7

2.1

3.3

No Export Ban

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

Reduction in Global Crude Prices (2013 USD per barrel)
ICF
IHS
NERA
MAPI
GS

Low Differential

0.2

-0.1

0.3

0.5

0.5

0.6

High Differential

0.7

0.7

1.1

1.1

0.6

0.3

Base Production

0.0

3.8

4.1

3.8

3.3

3.5

3.5

3.5

Potential Production

0.0

3.6

4.8

5.1

5.0

5.1

5.7

5.6

Reference

4.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

High O&G Resource

7.0

6.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

Low Exports

0.0

2.2

2.5

2.1

2.1

2.1

2.2

High Exports

0.0

3.1

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.3

3.7

No Export Ban

0.0

1.0

1.9

2.8

3.6

4.5

0.0

0.0

0.5

1.5

2.9

1.8

2.1

Reduction in Refined Product Prices (2013 cents per gallon)
ICF
IHS*
NERA
MAPI
GS

Low Differential

2.2

2.1

High Differential

3.4

2.0

2.0

Base Production

0.0

-8.1

-9.4

-8.3

-7.7

-7.7

-7.7

Potential Production

0.0

-8.1

-11.4

-11.9

-11.9

-11.9

-11.9

4

0

1

0

10

10

Reference

3.9

9

High O&G Resource

12

11

10

Low Exports

0.0

3.0

6.0

8.0

8.0

8.0

8.0

High Exports

0.0

5.0

8.0

9.0

9.0

9.0

9.0

No Export Ban

Increase in US GDP (billion 2013 USD)
ICF
IHS
NERA

Low Differential

3

8

11

16

18

24

High Differential

20

33

39

36

23

13

Base Production

-2

72

133

135

118

107

81

32

Potential Production

-5

104

195

220

206

199

174

105

Reference

66

39

15

8

4

High O&G Resource

95

83

102

141

193
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Figure 18: US crude oil supply curve, 2020
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Source: Rystad and Rhodium Group estimates.

Global oil price
One of the most important variables in shaping the impact
of allowing crude exports is the projected global oil price.
Different oil assets have different economics, and in a low
oil price environment, less US crude will be produced.
Figure 18 depicts energy consultancy Rystad’s estimate of
the breakeven price of all oil wells currently expected to
be producing in 2020 measured in 2013 USD per barrel.
Rystad estimates that there is roughly 12 million b/d of
potential US crude supply in 2020 with a breakeven price
of $100 or less, but only 10 million b/d with a breakeven
price of $75 or less.88
Based on this simplified cost curve, if the average wellhead
price in the United States were to fall from $100 a barrel to $75 a barrel in 2020, production would fall by 2
million b/d relative to where Rystad otherwise projects it
to be. That could happen as a result of either a discount
in US prices relative to international levels or a reduction

in global oil prices. All the studies referenced above (with
the exception of the Baker & O’Brien report) explore the
impact of the former, but comparing them requires understanding the global oil price outlook against which they are
applying a domestic discount. Thinking through different
global oil price scenarios is also important, because if global prices were to fall considerably, US production growth
could moderate to a level where the point of saturation is
never reached. This point has been driven home by the
sharp drop in crude oil prices during the second half of
2014. Given that the US supply curve is most likely nonlinear (i.e., the production impact of a 10 percent decline
in price depends on where price and production are before
the decline), the global oil price will also shape the degree
to which US production changes for a given discount between wellhead and international prices, as well as whether
such a discount due to domestic market saturation comes
to pass. For example, in the Rystad supply curve, a $10
discount has a larger percentage impact on US LTO pro-
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duction when prices are at $80 per barrel than when they
are at $100 a barrel.
Figure 19 compares international crude price projections from existing studies, assuming exports are allowed, alongside the EIA’s 2014 Annual Energy Outlook projections for three scenarios (Reference, Low Oil
& Gas Resource and High Oil & Gas Resource) and
for Rystad’s reference case supply projections. With the
exception of NERA and GS, there is pretty tight convergence across studies between $96 and $99 a barrel on
average between 2015 and 2020 in real 2013 USD. The
GS report uses a $91 per barrel average price projection
over that period, while the NERA study uses $86–$87.
After 2020 there is more divergence, ranging from $99
per barrel on average between 2020 and 2030 in the
NERA High Oil & Gas Resource case to $118 per barrel in the MAPI report.
There are two important takeaways from this comparison. First, global oil price assumptions are not a major
factor in explaining the significant differences in study
results. Second, existing analysis has explored a fairly narrow range of possible oil price futures, and one that looks
increasingly outdated given the sharp drop in global oil

prices during the second half of 2014 and significant
downward revision in many analysts’ price projections
out to 2020.89 As mentioned previously, both spot and
futures prices for Brent and WTI were significantly below the projections included in Figure 19 at the time this
study went to press.

US resource base
How much oil the United States produces at a given price
is the second major variable in assessing the energy market
and economic impact of allowing crude exports. Given the
dramatic and unexpected turnaround in US crude production over the past few years, this variable is also among
the hardest to project, and indeed there is wide variation
among the crude production forecasts used in the existing
studies. Figure 20 compares these forecasts, all in a scenario in which the exports are freely allowed. The EIA 2014
projections are included for reference, along with Rystad’s
central production forecast.
Each study uses a slightly different approach to forecasting US crude production. The ICF study uses their Detailed Production Report (DPR) to project drilling activity likely to occur at a given oil price.90 While they have

Figure 19: International crude price projections in surveyed reports
2013 USD per barrel, absent crude oil export restrictions
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one of the higher oil price projections of the group in the
short term ($98 per barrel on average between 2015 and
2020), they have a relatively low crude production forecast. Output is less than 8.5 million b/d in 2015 (a little
below August 2014 levels) and reaches 9.3 million b/d in
2017 and 10.6 million b/d in 2020. ICF only includes
one production projection in their report in a scenario
where exports are allowed. Their Low Differential and
High Differential scenarios focus on export-restricted
futures only.
The IHS study includes two production projections, one
called Base Production and the other Potential Production.
Like ICF, they model both based on forecasted drilling
activity at a given oil price. The difference between the
two is assumed level of drilling technology improvement
and availability of less well understood tight oil plays. In
the Base Production scenario, crude output grows to 9.25
million b/d in 2015, 10 million b/d in 2017, and 11 million b/d in 2020. In the Potential Production scenario, US
crude output reaches 13 million b/d in 2020 and peaks at
more than 14 million b/d between 2020 and 2030. The
MAPI report claims to adopt the IHS energy market assumptions and has a crude production forecast somewhere
between the two IHS scenarios.
The NERA study takes a different approach to projecting US crude production from the ICF or IHS reports.
Rather than model drilling activity directly, they take the
production forecasts from the EIA Reference and High Oil
& Gas Resource cases as their Reference (REF) and High
Oil & Gas Resource (HOGR) scenarios in the presence of
export limitations. They then construct a piecewise linear
function91 to estimate how US LTO and condensate production would increase if the crude ban were lifted. Below
$55 and $40 per barrel they assume no LTO or condensate
is produced respectively. Above those prices, they build a
supply curve based on the annual price and production
projections from the EIA under each scenario. For example, in the EIA HOGR scenario, in 2020 wellhead oil prices are $87.85 per barrel in 2020 and LTO production is
6.49 million b/d. The following year, wellhead oil prices
rise to $88.16 and LTO production grows to 6.85 million b/d. Therefore, NERA assumes that a $0.31 change
in wellhead prices (if prices are in the $87-$89 per barrel range) results in a 360,000 b/d change in production.
They take the price and production point estimates for

each year of the EIA projections to build out their US LTO
supply curve.
NERA finds a large (and persistent, in the HOGR scenario) domestic price discount due to the export ban
(discussed later). For example, in the HOGR scenario in
2025, domestic LTO prices are $76 a barrel with the ban
and $97 without it. When they apply the $21 per barrel
increase in LTO prices from lifting the ban to their “with
ban” supply curve, 2025 US crude production grows from
11.7 million b/d to 15.2 million b/d, the highest of any of
the forecasts by a comfortable margin.
NERA’s methodology raises several questions. While the
EIA’s Annual Energy Outlook assumes the crude export
ban remains in place, it results in a relatively small discount between domestic and international prices. For example, in the EIA High Oil & Gas Resource case, Brent
prices are $101 per barrel in 2025, measured in real
2013 dollars (Figure 19). Domestic wellhead prices are
$94 a barrel, relatively close to NERA’s “no ban” HOGR
case. Yet production in EIA’s modeling is 12.5 million
b/d in 2025, substantially lower than NERA’s 15.2 million b/d. NERA’s supply curve, and the EIA projections
upon which it is based, are internally inconsistent. The
National Energy Modeling System (NEMS) used by EIA
to produce their Annual Energy Outlook models wellby-well drilling activity explicitly, the combined effect of
which is the overall crude production numbers NERA
uses to build its supply curve. A reported change in total
crude production from one year to the next is not simply the result of the year-on-year change in crude prices but rather drilling decisions made both in that year
and previous years based on current and projected crude
prices. As discussed below, when we model NERA’s wellhead price projections endogenously in NEMS, we see a
supply response very different than that reported in the
NERA study.
The GS report has the highest 2020 crude projections
(the last year of the study’s forecast) at 14.4 million b/d.
GS has recently revised down their estimates, however,
due to falling global oil prices. US crude production
in all the existing studies, as well as the Rystad central
projections, is above the EIA Reference case after 2017.
None of the studies explore a low resource or low production scenario.
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Figure 20: Crude production forecasts
Million b/d, absent crude oil export restrictions
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Figure 21: US crude supply elasticity
Change in crude production/change in wellhead price, 2015–2025 average
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SUPPLY ELASTICITY
In economics, the price elasticity of supply is a measure

change in price. The more elastic supply is, the more sen-

in price. For oil production, supply elasticity measures

the good is said to be “inelastic.” Inelastic supply means

of the sensitivity of supply of a given good to changes
1

how the number of barrels produced changes with well-

head price. Supply elasticity is expressed as the percent
change in supply over the percent change in price.

If elasticity is greater than one, the good is said to be “elas-

tic.” Elastic supply means that the percentage change in

quantity supplied will be greater than the percentage

The other important US resource base assumption in
shaping study outcomes is the responsiveness of US production to changes in wellhead price, or the price elasticity of domestic supply (see “Supply Elasticity” box). That
responsiveness depends on a host of factors, including the
current cost of production, the extent to which oil companies and service providers reduce costs when under price
pressure, and the timing and duration of a given drop in
wellhead prices. The net effect of these factors determines
the magnitude of the impact on domestic crude oil production of a given export ban-driven discount in domestic
crude prices. Figure 21 shows the average price elasticity
of US crude supply between 2015 and 2025 from the existing export studies. In the ICF study, the average price
elasticity of US supply is between 0.4 and 0.7 on average
between 2015 and 2025. In the IHS study (and by extension the MAPI study) the supply elasticity is considerably
higher—1.5 to 1.8 between 2015 and 2025—on par with
the GS estimates for 2020. The NERA elasticities are in
the middle at 1 to 1.1.
All these elasticities are considerably higher than the estimates of long-term oil supply elasticity found in the academic literature (0.15 to 0.25),92 though robust econometric estimates are hard to come by. That is not surprising, as
tight oil production is often considered more price elastic
than traditional sources of oil supply.93 We explored the
elasticity of US tight oil supply in the NEMS model by
running the model over a range of price paths holding the
resource base constant. We found supply elasticities between 0.1 to 0.5, depending on the base price and year.

sitive it is to changes in price. If elasticity is less than one,
that percentage change in quantity supplied is less than
the percentage change in price. If elasticity is equal to one,
the good is said to be “unit elastic,” which means that per-

centage change in quantity supplied moves one for one
with the percentage change in price (e.g., if price falls by
10 percent, then supply falls by 10 percent).

The Oil & Gas Module in NEMS models production in
a similar manner to the ICF and IHS studies, adjusting
drilling activity based on well economics and current and
forecast crude oil prices. While more simplified, we also
explored the implicit price elasticity in the Rystad supply
curve and found elasticities ranging from 0.1 to 1 between
$100 a barrel and $60 a barrel, with the elasticity growing
as base oil price declines.
The drop in global and domestic crude oil prices during
the second half of 2014 should provide empirical evidence
on the price elasticity of US tight oil supply. If production
falls considerably, the elasticities in the IHS, NERA, MAPI
and GS studies, though higher than past estimates, may be
correct. The number of new drilling permits fell sharply
in the fourth quarter of 2014,94 and a number of US producers have reduced their 2015 investment plans.95 There
are several reasons, however, why declines in drilling permits and new capital investment may lead to proportionally smaller declines in actual production. These include
productivity improvements, the disproportionate share
of production that comes from a small number of “sweet
spots,” and the large number of drilled but uncompleted
wells.96 Short-term factors, such as hedging or lease terms,
may induce a firm to continue operating at a loss for a period of time, so we may not have a firm grasp on tight oil
price elasticity until well into 2015.
If US crude production does not sharply decline in absolute terms, however, the price elasticities used in the IHS,
NERA, MAPI and GS analysis will need to be significantly
revised. Take, for example, the supply response projected
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in the IHS study. In their Base Production scenario, wellhead prices fall from $87 per barrel in 2015 to $73 per barrel in 2016 if the crude ban remains in place. As a result,
production falls from 9.2 million b/d to 8.8 million b/d
over that period. If the crude ban is lifted, wellhead prices
rise to $96 per barrel in 2016 and crude production grows
to 9.7 million b/d. Thanks to the decline in global oil prices (not the export ban), front month WTI prices had fallen to below $56 per barrel by the time we went to press,
with prices further out on the curve trading below $64 per
barrel through 2016.97 Using the IHS elasticities, US production should fall well below 8 million b/d. The NERA
analysis assumes US LTO production will stop entirely if
prices fall below $55 per barrel. Yet, a number of analysts
are now projecting US producers will be able to cut costs
and maintain production growth, albeit at a slower pace,
in a low-price environment.98

Refinery economics
Arguably the single most important variable in shaping the
impact of export restrictions on domestic crude production and product prices is the ability and willingness of US
refineries to adapt. The ICF, IHS, and NERA studies all
employ detailed petroleum models to assess the response
of US refineries to growing domestic LTO supply. The ICF
study uses two scenarios to assess the range of possible refinery responses. Their Low Differential scenario assumes
all current light crude imports are displaced along with a
larger share of current medium crude imports, at no cost.
Announced refinery capacity comes online without delay.
In the High Differential scenario, refineries have greater
difficulty displacing imports and new projects are delayed.
In the Low Differential scenario, domestic crude price discounts due to the ban start out at a couple of dollars per
barrel and peak at $4 a barrel in 2025 (Figure 22). In the
High Differential case, the discount starts out at nearly
$8 per barrel in 2015 but drops to $4 in 2025 and $2 in
2030 as additional refinery capacity comes online. These
relatively small discounts, combined with a comparatively
inelastic US supply base, explains why ICF projects considerably smaller crude production increases from allowing
exports than the other studies.
Crude production growth is faster in the IHS study than
the ICF report, pushing the United States to the point of
saturation sooner. There is a lag in building sufficient new
refining capacity, resulting in a $23 to $27 per barrel dis-
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count for domestic crude in 2016, depending on the scenario. IHS expects refiners to respond to this price spread
by building relatively low-cost, simple refineries such as
“toppers” and “hydroskimmers,”99 bringing the price discount down to $4 to $5 a barrel by 2020, the level needed
to recoup refinery capital expenditures. This lag between
price signal and new investment is consistent with the
US experience with ultra-low sulfur diesel regulations.100
The 2016–2020 discount has large and lasting impacts on
US crude production in the IHS analysis, however, as evidenced by the relatively high supply elasticity shown in
Figure 21.
The opposite is true in the NERA study. While NERA
uses a lower supply elasticity than IHS, they are considerably more pessimistic regarding the ability of US refineries
to adapt. In their analysis, refineries refuse to make any
capital expenditures that cannot be paid back in two years
or less due to uncertainty about the future of the crude
export ban. In the High O&G Resource case, this results
in a persistent and growing domestic crude discount, up to
$27 a barrel in 2035.
We asked leading refinery consultant Turner Mason to assess the cost and scale of refinery capacity additions necessary to absorb the projected crude production increase in
the EIA Reference and High Oil & Gas Resource scenarios, as well as an Upper Bound scenario consistent with
the IHS Potential Production case.101 In Turner Mason’s
view the point of saturation is never reached in the EIA
Reference case but occurs in 2016 in the High Oil & Gas
Resource and Upper Bound scenarios. If only processed
condensate could be exported, they anticipate the industry will respond to projected crude production growth by
building condensate stabilizers and ultra-low sulfur diesel
hydroskimmers. In the High Oil & Gas Resource scenario,
Turner Mason projects 3 to 4 condensate stabilizers and 13
to 15 hydroskimmers would be required, at a combined
cost of $13 to $16 billion. In the Upper Bound scenario,
that grows to 30 to 35 stabilizers and/or hydroskimmers
at a cost of $26 to $31 billion. Recouping this investment
will require a $5.00 to $6.50 per barrel discount, in Turner Mason’s estimation—similar to the findings in the IHS
report. If exports are restricted completely, including of
processed condensate, the projected stabilizers would be
replaced by higher-cost hydroskimmers, and the total investment required would rise by $1 billion. The eventual
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per barrel price discount would not change, although the
probability of a sharper increase in the discount in the near
term would rise, since the additional hydroskimming units
would require longer lead times.

product prices and a significant share of the potential economic benefits. Unlike refinery economics and the US resource base, existing studies use a relatively consistent set
of assumptions about international oil market behavior.

The Turner Mason analysis, like the IHS study, assumes
there are no significant barriers to new refinery investments (though there is a bit of a lag in the IHS report).
Given uncertainty over whether the administration will
change export policy, refiners may require more than the
normal 10 percent after-tax internal rate of return (IRR)
Turner Mason applied in its analysis. Capital costs may
escalate due to competition for construction labor and material both from other refinery projects and a host of new
energy infrastructures being built along the Gulf Coast.
And regulatory environmental requirements may slow the
pace of refinery construction. All of these developments
would increase project costs and the domestic crude discount required to pay for them.

First, all the studies assume that international crude prices
will decline somewhere between $1.7 and $3 dollars per
barrel for every additional one million b/d of oil the United States produces (Figure 23). That implies price elasticity
of international crude supply higher than the US estimates
included in these studies but consistent with the academic literature. In reality there is considerable uncertainty
surrounding the reaction of foreign producers, OPEC in
particular, to growth in US LTO production. The NERA
study was the only one to explore a range of potential
OPEC responses. In their base case, OPEC competes in
the market like any other producer. Alternatively, if OPEC
reduces production to keep prices at pre-export levels, US
crude production rises even more, but the international
crude price reduction is considerably smaller. If OPEC
maintains output in the face of an export-driven increase
in US production, international crude prices fall more
than in the base case, but this takes some of the steam out
of US crude production growth.

Global oil market response
The final variable is how the international oil market responds to a change in US production if US crude exports
are permitted. This will determine the impact on refined

Figure 22: Domestic crude price discount due to export restrictions
2013 USD per barrel
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Figure 23: Crude price response
2013 USD per barrel reduction in international crude prices per million b/d increase in US crude production,
2015–2025
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There is also a great deal of consistency across studies in the
assumed relationship between international crude prices
and domestic refined petroleum prices (Figure 24)—in step
with the economic theory and empirical evidence cited at
the beginning of this section. NERA, IHS, and MAPI assume that for every $1 per barrel decline in international
crude prices, domestic gasoline prices will fall by 1.7 to 2.9
cents. ICF is a bit of an outlier, with a 4.1 cent decline in the
High Differential case, and a change too small to derive a
meaningful elasticity in the Low Differential case. Resources
for the Future similarly found that allowing crude exports
would lower gasoline prices 1.7 to 4.5 cents.102
While the relationship between international crude prices and US refined product prices is strong and empirically validated (see “What About Gasoline Prices?” box), US
decisions regarding the crude export ban could alter global refining balances. If the ban remains in place, US refiners should add capacity, causing foreign refiners to adjust by slowing capacity additions. Global product prices
in this scenario should be higher overall than if the ban
were lifted because US crude supply will be lower and
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international crude costs higher. If foreign refiners did
not adjust in response to US refinery investment, however, there could be excess global refinery capacity, which
would at the margin reduce global product prices (to the
detriment of refiners). The latter case may be more likely,
as there is already overcapacity in global refining, new
additions are still planned, and European refineries may
continue to increase utilization rates, taking advantage of
the rising supplies of cheaper light crude in the Atlantic
Basin created as US imports decline.
BOUNDING THE POSSIBILITIES
Given this wide range of market variables, what, if anything,
can be said about the magnitude of the impact of lifting
export restrictions on domestic crude production and refined product prices? If we treat all variables above as equally
likely, the increase in US crude production between 2015
and 2025 from lifting export restrictions could be anywhere
from 100,000 b/d (ICF Low Differential scenario) to 4.4
million b/d (combining the IHS Potential Production sup-
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ply elasticity with the NERA High Oil & Gas Resource discount). The reduction in refined product prices could be
anywhere between 1 cent per gallon (ICF Low Differential
crude production projections combined with NERA international crude and product price response) and 58 cents per
gallon (the IHS international crude price response to 4.4
million b/d of domestic crude production growth and ICF
High Differential estimate of refined product price response
to change in international crude prices). We offer the following observations to help policymakers and other stakeholders try to narrow that range.

US resource base
In terms of potential US production in the absence of the
crude ban, we are comfortable treating the NERA High Oil
& Gas Resource scenario as an unlikely outlier because of
the way in which it is derived from the EIA High Oil & Gas
Resource scenario. Likewise, we believe there are good odds
the price elasticity of US supply is considerably lower than
the 1.5 to 1.8 found in the IHS, MAPI, and GS studies.
When we run the price paths from these studies through
EIA’s NEMS, or map them against the Rystad cost curve, we

find considerably smaller changes in US crude production.
While the price elasticity of tight oil supply is likely considerably higher than academic estimates of crude supply elasticity more broadly, and may very well be underestimated in
NEMS or in a simple cost curve comparison, there is good
reason to question elasticities as high as 1.5 to 1.8. Indeed,
several analysts have recently suggested US crude production will be more resilient than projected in these studies.103
The Rystad cost curve shown in Figure 18 suggests US supply elasticity rises as oil prices fall. But the drilling and other
service costs used to produce that cost curve may also now
be outdated as lower crude prices lead to cost compression
across the oil production supply chain.

Refinery economics
At the US crude production levels predicted in IHS and
NERA studies, as well as in the EIA High Oil & Gas Resource case, we would expect there to be sufficient delays,
investor risk aversion, and cost inflation to result in domestic crude discounts to Brent crude of slightly more
than the $5 to $6.50 engineering estimates provided by
Turner Mason or included in the IHS study. How long this

Figure 24: Refined product price reduction
2013 cents per gallon reduction in domestic product prices per 2013 USD per barrel reduction in international
crude prices, 2015–2025
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larger discount lasts would depend in part on the outlook
for export policy changes and the extent and duration of
completion for engineering and construction labor from
other large energy projects along the Gulf Coast. On the
other hand, we believe the NERA study is overly pessimistic on the ability of US refiners to respond, as investors are
unlikely to ignore the prospect of profiting from a discount
of $20 or more for domestic crude relative to international
prices for two solid decades due solely to policy risk that
can be hedged through financial markets, although inducing such private sector investments through export restrictions is not economically efficient.

market share in Asia. Outside OPEC, Russia is extremely
vulnerable to falling oil prices, especially in the face of western sanctions, so it is not willing to cut output. Moreover, the
ability of the Saudis to offset the glut of light crude created
by rising US oil flows by cutting medium and heavy production may be limited.105 Clearing out the oversupply from the
Atlantic Basin might require painful supply reductions from
African OPEC producers such as Nigeria and Angola.106 For
these reasons, OPEC’s ability to play its historical role as a
market balancer may be substantially weakened by the US
light oil boom in the short to medium term, although many
forecasters see OPEC market share growing after 2020.107

International market response

Global oil prices

While there is a high degree of alignment among existing
studies on the international market response to increased
US crude production, in reality this is an area of considerable uncertainty. While in the past market observers have
generally assumed OPEC will offset a large share of nonOPEC production growth to defend prices, current OPEC
behavior in response to the US shale boom casts doubts
on the cartel’s ability or desire to offset non-OPEC supply.
This means the reduction in global oil prices and domestic
gasoline prices for a given increase in US crude production
could be larger than existing studies estimate. Short-term
responses to market changes must be distinguished, however, from longer-term decisions that OPEC members may
or may not make to invest in production capacity.

The sharp decline in global oil prices during the second
half of 2014 due to rapid US supply growth, the return
of disrupted barrels from Libya and other countries, and
weak demand raises questions about the US production
projections included in most of the existing crude export
studies. As stated earlier, spot and futures prices both for
Brent and WTI were considerably lower when we went to
press than price forecasts used in any of the existing crude
export studies, and if current crude prices persist and the
supply elasticities used in the IHS and NERA studies are
correct, their US production outlooks will need to be
considerably revised, which would push back the point at
which domestic market saturation might be reached. We
are more optimistic about the resilience of US producers to
current oil prices and therefore skeptical of the high supply
elasticities used by IHS, NERA, and others, but lower oil
prices will certainly have some impact both on the growth
rate of US crude production and the effect of lifting current export restrictions.

The key country in this regard is Saudi Arabia, the only
OPEC member that retains any meaningful amount of
spare capacity and which has frequently been seen as the
“swing supplier” to balance oil markets. The results of the
November 2014 OPEC meeting, in which the producer
group decided not to remove oil from the market to support prices, suggest OPEC, in particular Saudi Arabia, may
not feel capable of cutting enough production to support
prices or want to lose that much market share. The Saudis
have indicated that they require cuts from fellow OPEC and
non-OPEC members alike to support prices, yet such coordinated discipline seems increasingly unlikely.104 Iran and
Venezuela face a severe budgetary squeeze from falling prices, challenging their ability to meet social commitments that
maintain political stability and creating a powerful incentive
to evade OPEC production quotas. Production in Libya is
already sharply reduced due to domestic conflict. Iraq, like
other OPEC members, is working aggressively to capture
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Putting it together
Based on the above assessment and current oil market uncertainty, lifting current restrictions on crude oil exports would
likely lead to higher domestic production of 0 to 1.2 million
b/d on average between 2015 and 2025. The lower-bound
estimate captures production scenarios in which market saturation never occurs, such as under the EIA’s 2014 Annual
Energy Outlook Reference Case. While the EIA’s Reference
Case projection is the lowest among those surveyed in this
report, crude oil prices are now significantly lower than the
prices used in all the projections included, which creates
downside risk to their production forecasts.
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To arrive at our upper-bound estimate of 1.2 million b/d,
we assume that global crude prices return to $100 per barrel quickly and that US production in the absence of export restrictions averages 12 million b/d between 2015 and
2025 (the upper end of the projections surveyed in this
report). To evaluate the maximum likely impact of the ban
in this environment, we assume a $10 per barrel average
discount for domestic crude between 2015 and 2025 and
a price elasticity of domestic supply of 1.0—the highest of
any point on the Rystad supply curve and more than twice
as high as the highest point found in the NEMS modeling
we performed across a range of crude price scenarios. We
believe a supply elasticity of 1.0 is a safe upper-bound estimate, even though it is below that used in the IHS and
MAPI studies. An elasticity significantly lower than 1.0
is more appropriate if US shale production proves to be
resilient in the face of the recent price drop, as several analysts project.108 Also, while the change in US production
at the upper end of our range is below that found in the
high production scenarios in the IHS, MAPI, and NERA
studies, we believe it could result in an equally large reduction in refined product prices due to a more relaxed OPEC
response (up to 12 cents per gallon in our analysis). This

is equally, if not more, important from an economic standpoint than the change in US crude production growth.
Complete methodological detail is available online at
http://www.rhg.com/crudeexports.
FROM ENERGY TO ECONOMICS
What effect will an increase in US crude production and
decrease in refined product prices have on US economic
growth? Houser and Mohan (2014) find that as a result
of the shale gas and tight oil boom, US economic output
will be up to 2.3 percent higher in 2020 than it would
have been otherwise thanks to higher production and lower prices.109 Likewise, in examining the impact of removing
crude export restrictions, the existing studies find a positive impact on growth.
The magnitude of that impact varies due not just to the
underlying energy market results (for example, the extent of the increase in US crude production and reduction in refined product prices) but also the economic
methodology employed in each study. For example, the
NERA and GS studies find roughly half the economic benefit of each barrel of additional US crude pro-

Figure 25: Increase in GDP from lifting crude export restrictions
Billion 2013 US per million b/d of additional US crude production, 2015–2025
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duction between 2015 and 2025 as the ICF, IHS, and
MAPI studies (Figure 25).
The ICF, MAPI, and GS studies employ partial equilibrium models that sum the “direct,” “indirect,” and “induced”
economic impacts of an increase in crude production and a
decrease in refined product prices, and a decline in refinery
profit margins and investment. Direct impacts are those
that occur within a given sector, such as oil production.
Indirect impacts are the knock-on effects in industries that
supply the directly impacted sectors, such as manufacturers of the steel pipe used for oil drilling. Induced impacts
are in industries affected by changes in labor compensation
in directly and indirectly impacted sectors, for example
the restaurants where oil workers spend their paychecks.
The GS study arrives at different results than the ICF and
MAPI studies, which are based on different estimates of
the relative partial equilibrium impact of increased oil production versus refinery utilization and investment—for example, they believe the direct, indirect, and induced economic benefits of increased domestic refinery utilization
outweigh the direct, indirect and induced economic costs
of lower domestic crude production, at least for a period
of time.
In contrast, the NERA study employs a general equilibrium model that captures additional economic effects. For
example, increased investment and employment in the oil
and gas sector means less labor and capital available for
other types of economic activity. These general equilibrium dynamics produce a “net” economic benefit that is
smaller than the “gross” economic benefit found in partial
equilibrium studies.
When the economy is recovering from recession, as the
US economy still is today, the “net” numbers are closer to
the “gross” because there is surplus labor and capital available for employment/investment. The IHS study employs
a macroeconomic model that captures short-term business
cycles within a long-term equilibrium framework. With an
assumption that the US economy will not return to full
employment for several years, the IHS study finds larger
net economic impacts between 2015 and 2025 than the
NERA report (harmonized for projected increase in crude
production). These gains dissipate with time, however, as
the economy returns to full employment. For example, in
the IHS Potential Production case, US GDP is 1 percent
higher in 2020 if export restrictions are lifted, but only 0.4
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percent higher in 2030. That means GDP growth between
2020 and 2030 is lower in the crude export case, though
the overall level of GDP remains higher.
As with the shale gas and tight oil boom itself,110 an increase in domestic production and reduction in refined
product prices resulting from a change in US crude export policy can help accelerate the pace of US economic
recovery. The investment in refining capacity required if
export restrictions remain in place would have the same
sort of stimulative effect as upstream oil and gas production but would not produce the same decline in refined
product prices with its attendant economic benefits. In
the context of the US economy as a whole, the magnitude of the benefit of lifting crude export restrictions is
modest, but it is a benefit all the same. That directional
impact, combined with the geopolitical considerations
described in the following chapter, should guide policymakers thinking about more than point estimates of the
impact on US GDP one or two decades from now, which
are difficult to make given the fast-changing nature of
both the US and global oil market.
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THE ENERGY SECURITY CONSEQUENCES OF ALLOWING
OIL EXPORTS
A DIFFERENT OIL MARKET
The previous section described the potential energy market and economic impact of lifting crude export restrictions given relatively stable global oil market conditions.
But those export restrictions were adopted in response to
severe global supply disruptions, starting with the Arab oil
embargo of 1973. President Nixon’s Project Independence,
aimed at achieving oil self-sufficiency by 1980, was intended to protect the country from physical oil supply shortages. Now that oil self-sufficiency is potentially within reach,
won’t lifting crude export restrictions put the country at
risk by leaving it dependent on imported oil while exporting domestic production to other countries?
Today’s oil market is very different than it was during the
1970s. At that time, most oil was sold under long-term
contracts.111 A disruption in contracted shipments could
result in a physical shortage for the buyer because of the

lack of strategic and commercial stockpiles or a spot market where buyers could find alternative sources of supply.
In the intervening years, the oil market has become the
largest and most liquid commodity market on earth, with
the vast majority of cargos bought and sold for a price indexed to benchmark spot crude prices and mature pricing hubs in regions including Europe (Brent), the United States (WTI), and the Middle East (Dubai). A supply
disruption in one country increases crude prices globally,
which incentivizes both additional sources of supply and
greater conservation and efficiency.112
In response to the supply disruptions of the 1970s, major
oil consuming countries have also established strategic reserves held by governments or companies, which can be
released to add supply to the market during large disruptions to provide insurance against particularly severe global
supply shocks. The International Energy Agency was cre-

LESSONS FROM TRADE IN REFINED PETROLEUM
Less than a decade ago, the United States was the larg-

Despite the turnaround in the US refined product trade

to those global markets allowed supply to keep pace with

ergy markets with much needed flexibility. Due to refinery

est importer of petroleum products in the world. Access
rising US gasoline demand. In recent years, however, the
market has changed dramatically. US petroleum product
demand has declined, especially for gasoline, due to im-

proved vehicle efficiency, changing driving patterns, and

the increasing substitution of nonpetroleum fuels such as
ethanol for crude-based components. As crude production
in the United States has swelled, so has the production of
petroleum products, reflecting a combination of discounted

domestic crude prices, complex refining capacity, access to
export markets, and lower natural gas prices that boost re-

finery economics.1 Total gross exports of finished petroleum
products, natural gas liquids, other liquids including etha-

nol, and crude oil topped 5.3 million b/d in July and August
2014, up a staggering 4 million b/d since 2005.

balance, free product trade continues to provide US en-

configurations, as well as other factors, including Jones
Act shipping costs,2 some regions of the United States

remain net importers of refined petroleum products. The

United States became a net exporter of distillate in 2008
and has imported gasoline for decades. Yet in each of the
last two winters, when gasoline demand was low, the United States became a net exporter of gasoline for brief periods of time—a remarkable reversal of past trends.3 Access

to the global market during these periods allowed refiners

to continue to run at high capacity notwithstanding these

seasonal variations, which boosted gasoline supply overall
both in the United States and the global market. Restric-

tions on export of gasoline and diesel would have removed
this incentive and likely raised US pump prices.
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ated to coordinate and manage standards for international
reserves and responses to oil market emergencies among
OECD countries. In recent years, efforts have been made
to extend reserve management practices to major nonOECD countries such as China, India, and Brazil.
Another major change over the past four decades has been
the development of global refined product markets. Refiners can now sell their products globally and distributors
can look abroad for their gasoline, diesel, fuel, and LPG,
and there are mature refined product spot markets in New
York, Rotterdam, Singapore, and elsewhere, and a growing
volume of international refined product trade. As mentioned earlier, the United States is now the largest refined
product exporter in the world. This means that refined
product prices in the United States are set by the global market, and that the United States cannot disconnect
itself from global markets, barring new restrictions on refined product trade. “Energy independence,” as the term is
most often used, is not a viable option. Even if the United
States achieves crude self-sufficiency, American businesses
and consumers will still be vulnerable to global oil supply
disruptions.113 As noted in the box “Lessons from Trade
in Refined Petroleum,” international product trade has
also meant that the market can respond more efficiently to
changing patterns of global supply and demand.
THE BENEFITS OF INTERDEPENDENCE
The interdependence of the US and global oil market is
not a bad thing. While politicians have extolled the benefits of “energy independence,” most scholars have preferred
to focus instead on “energy security,”114 defined broadly
as the availability (Are supplies on the market?), accessibility (Can you get to them?), and affordability (Can you
get them at a competitive price?) of energy resources.115
Indeed, better integrating US crude into global oil markets can improve both US and global energy security by all
three measures.
Permitting US crude exports can mitigate the impact of
an international supply disruption on the price Americans
pay at the pump. As discussed previously, US refined product prices are set by global crude prices, and the impact of
an international crude supply disruption on global crude
prices depends on the speed at which other sources of crude
supply can come online. US tight oil is the largest marginal
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source of global oil supply today. It is also relatively quick
to bring production online and less capital intensive compared to other marginal crude sources, meaning it likely
would respond faster to changes in global prices than conventional oil production.116 If current crude export restrictions result in a meaningful disconnect between international and domestic crude oil prices, an increase in global
crude prices as the result of a non-US supply disruption
will not be fully passed through to US crude producers,
reducing their incentive to scale up production to offset
supply disruptions elsewhere in the world.
The United States derives benefits from its participation
in global oil markets, which allow it to mitigate the impact of supply disruptions, whether domestic crude production losses or disruptions in long-term import supply.
As discussed in the “US Response to Supply Disruptions”
box, large-scale US crude production losses due to extreme
weather are not uncommon. The ability to offset these
outages through increased imports confers an energy security benefit to the United States. Global market integration
is also critical in helping the United States adjust when traditional sources of imports are disrupted, as occurred with
Venezuelan imports in 2002/2003. While crude export
restrictions do not prevent the United States from tapping
global markets for imports, were other countries to adopt
similar policies, the United States would lose this source
of supply flexibility and security. As a matter of principal,
moreover, crude export restrictions are inconsistent with
the US enjoying the benefits of petroleum trade and the
US commitment to free and open markets.
As discussed in previous sections, lifting current crude export restrictions would increase US production, although
the size of this growth is unknown. To the extent that US
supply is less prone to disruption than the global average
due to political stability, an increase in US output could
also reduce the severity and frequency of large global supply shocks by increasing the share of stable oil supplies to
the global market.117
THE ECONOMIC SECURITY IMPLICATIONS OF
TRADE AND DEMAND
Lifting current crude export restrictions would also dampen the economic impact of a given global oil price shock
within the United States in other ways. Broadly speaking,
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US RESPONSE TO SUPPLY DISRUPTIONS
Over the past decade, extreme weather events have had a

from power started a general strike, which resulted in a

the Gulf Coast. Twice in the past ten years, in 2005 and

though the political buildup to the strike had been close-

substantial impact on crude production and refining along
2008, hurricanes shut in 100 percent of offshore Gulf of
Mexico production for at least several days. In the case of

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita in 2005, 50 percent or more of

production was shut in for 12 weeks. The damage in 2008
was not as severe, and the recovery was more rapid, resulting in approximately 20 percent of production remaining shut in after twelve weeks.1

These hurricanes also caused substantial Gulf Coast re-

fining outages, up to 5 million b/d in 2005 and 4 million
b/d in 2008.

In response to the 2005 supply disruption, the IEA co-

ordinated a release of 60 million barrels of crude oil and

temporary oil production loss of about 3 million b/d. Al-

ly watched by industry and the US government, the size
and duration of the oil production decline took both by
surprise.4 Subsequently, in March 2003, the US invaded
Iraq, which again impacted supply and price.

The Venezuelan supply disruption impacted the United
States more than any other country. Over the course of

two months, US imports of crude and refined products
from Venezuela dropped from more than 1.6 million b/d in
November 2002 to 400,000 b/d in January 2003.5 Though

many US refineries were heavily dependent on Venezuelan

crude, by February 2003 they had managed to replace all
lost Venezuelan supply with imports from other countries.6

petroleum products from strategic reserves. Refiners and

In both cases of disruption, the adverse impact of the dis-

ports to offset the loss of domestic supply. Gasoline im-

access the global petroleum market and increase imports

wholesalers substantially increased refined product im2

ports also increased during the 2008 supply disruption,
though to a lesser degree.

3

Several years earlier, in December 2002, Venezuelan
opposition forces seeking the removal of Hugo Chavez

oil price shocks impact the US economy in three ways.118
First, they increase business costs and reduce real household
income. Second, they put upward pressure on prices economy-wide, which can result in tighter monetary policy.
Third, as long as the United States is a net oil importer,
oil shocks deteriorate the country’s terms of trade and can
result in large temporary increases in the country’s current
account deficit.
To the extent lifting crude export restrictions increases
US production, net US oil imports will decline. This is
true even though gross imports increase as more light oil
is exported and more heavy oil imported than would be
the case were the export restriction to remain in place. In
a recent report, the White House Council of Economic
Advisers (CEA) found the “resilience of the economy to
international supply shocks—macroeconomic energy se-

ruption was significantly eased by the ability of the US to
of crude oil and refined products from other countries,

along with the use of government-held strategic stocks.
The US benefits from the integration of the global petro-

leum market, and restrictions on crude oil exports are
inconsistent with that principle.

curity—is enhanced by reducing spending on net petroleum imports and by reducing oil dependence.”119 This is
due both to the smaller terms of trade penalty from an oil
price shock, and the fact that more of the increase in oil
producer revenue stays within the United States. Figure
26 shows CEA’s estimate of the difference in the impact
on GDP of a 10 percent increase in oil prices where net
oil imports represent 1 percent of total GDP versus a
scenario where they are higher, representing 2 percent of
total GDP.120
On the other hand, if lifting crude export restrictions results in a decrease in gasoline and other refined product
prices (as our previous discussion suggests it would), US
oil demand will grow, exacerbating the impact of a given
change in prices on household incomes, business expenses
and overall inflation. Given the magnitude of the potential
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refined product price decline projected in existing crude
export studies, the impact on overall US oil demand would
be small (likely 5 to 15 percent of the increase in production) so overall net imports would still decline. Assessing
the net impact of higher demand and lower net imports is
beyond the scope of this paper, but it is likely considerably
smaller than the security and other benefits from greater
global market integration.
MORE EXTREME SUPPLY DISRUPTION
SCENARIOS
Thus far we have been discussing supply disruptions
of a magnitude that increase global prices, but do not
result in a widespread physical scarcity. What about
more severe scenarios, such as global military conflict
or the complete loss of a major producer like Saudi
Arabia or Russia? If the United States suddenly found
itself in a position where it could not import crude oil
regardless of price, would we regret having lifted crude
export restrictions?

Though this likely goes without saying, the United States
will always have the ability to halt crude oil (as well as
refined product) exports if it is in the country’s national
interest to do so. The more important question is how
quickly refiners would be able to switch from imported
to domestic crude were such a scenario to arise. There
would certainly be adjustment costs. As discussed in the
previous section, running light crudes through a complex refinery can result in yield loss, and building hydroskimmers takes time and money. The scale of investment
is relatively minor relative to the broader economic and
military costs that would likely accompany such a severe
supply disruption scenario. Preserving current crude export restrictions purely as a hedge against such low-probability outcomes is high-cost insurance. Other options
are likely more efficient, such as reconfiguring the strategic petroleum reserve to better suit the rapidly evolving
US oil market landscape.

Figure 26: Estimated cumulative effect of 10 percent oil price shock on GDP
Percent change in GDP, quarters after shock
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GEOPOLITICAL AND TRADE POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

Since the founding of the postwar global trading system,
the United States has been a leading proponent of open
trade. For most of that time the United States was a net energy importer, so access to international energy and natural
resource supplies was an important trade policy priority.
The United States has also traditionally supported open
international trade on the principle that it improves economic welfare both for importers and exporters. With the
surprise turnaround in US oil production and trade balance, and with crude export restrictions beginning to distort trade outcomes, America’s commitment to free trade
principles is now being put to the test.
EXISTING TRADE COMMITMENTS
Crude oil is considered a good and thus subject to the
disciplines of the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs
(GATT) and the World Trade Organization (WTO). Several GATT provisions are relevant to current crude export
restrictions. Article XI disciplines the use of nonfiscal export restrictions, such as quotas, export bans, or nonautomatic export licensing.121 It states:
No prohibition or restriction other than duties, taxes or
other charges, whether made effective through quotas,
import or export licenses or other measures, shall be instituted or maintained by any contracting party on the
importation of any product of the territory or any other
contracting party or on the exportation or sale for export
of any product destined for the territory of any other party.
An allowance is made under Article XI:2(a) for “export prohibitions or restrictions temporarily applied to prevent or relieve critical shortages of foodstuffs or other products essential to the exportation of the contracting party.” A country
imposing an export restriction could also argue the policy
qualifies for one of the exceptions under Article XX, such
as Article XX(g), which justifies measures “relating to the
conservation of exhaustible natural resources.” The United
States has a long history of successfully arguing against the
use of such exceptions in export restriction cases.

In 1987, the United States challenged a provision of the
1976 Canadian Fisheries Act that prohibited the exportation of some types of herring and salmon. Canada argued
that its export restrictions were integral to their overall West
Coast fisheries conservation and management regime and
were thus justified under Article XX(g) of the GATT.122
A dispute settlement panel found that while salmon and
herring were “exhaustible natural resources” and Canadian export restrictions did have some relationship to their
conservation, that was not their primary aim and thus an
Article XX(g) exception did not apply.
The United States in June 2009 requested WTO dispute
settlement consultations with China regarding export restrictions imposed on bauxite, coke, fluorspar, magnesium,
manganese, silicon carbide, silicon metal, yellow phosphorus, and zinc—important raw material inputs into steel and
other manufacturing processes.123 The EU and Mexico did
the same, and in December a single WTO dispute panel was
established.124 China argued that the restrictions were justified under Article XI:2(a) and Article XX(g), among other
defenses. In its July 2011 report, the WTO panel rejected
China’s claims. Regarding XI:2(a), the Panel found that
XI:2(a) only applies to measures taken for a limited time
to address a particular crisis causing a critical shortage. The
Panel also found that China did not have a basis for an Article XX(g) exception to many of the US, EU and Mexican
complaints, due to special provisions included in its WTO
accession agreement, but that in any event the Chinese policy did not meet the Article XX(g) test because export restrictions were not coupled with “restrictions on domestic
production or consumption.”125 In January 2012, the WTO
Appellate Body upheld this decision.126
Two months after the Appellate Body ruling, the United
States challenged other Chinese export restrictions on the
same grounds, this time covering rare earth resources, including tungsten and molybdenum.127 Canada, the EU
and Japan subsequently joined the consultations. China
again claimed an Article XX(g) exception. As with the raw
materials case, the dispute panel found that China could
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not claim the exception under given terms of its WTO
accession agreement, but that in any event the exception
would not apply because the export restrictions were designed to achieve industrial policy rather than conservation goals and that China did not place a similar focus on
restricting domestic production and consumption.128 This
decision was also upheld by the Appellate Body.
Should the United States choose to maintain current crude
export restrictions, it could be in the position of having to
make the same Article XX(g) exception arguments that it
successfully defeated in the Canadian and Chinese trade
disputes described above. The precedent established in
those cases would likely make such an Article XX(g) defense challenging. The United States would likely need
to show the restrictions were related to the conservation
of natural resources and that the export restrictions were
matched with similarly aggressive efforts to reduce domestic oil demand and production.
The United States could also argue for an Article XXI exception on national security grounds.129 This is the exception generally cited in defense of US short supply controls
on crude oil and refined petroleum products and dual-use
military items. But Article XXI only allows an essential
security exception “taken in time of war or other emergency in international relations.” Commenters have noted that although short supply restrictions have never been
challenged before the WTO, they are suspect, as they are
permanent, rather than in response to a temporary emergency.130 Beyond the Article XI disciplines, US export
restrictions could also come under the disciplines of the
WTO’s Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (ASCM) if they result in a significant discount for
domestic crude compared to international crude. Trading
partners could accuse the United States of subsidizing domestic refineries at the expense of foreign competitors.
CURRENT AND FUTURE TRADE TALKS
Equally, if not more, important as assessing the consistency
of current crude export restrictions with existing US international trade commitments, is assessing the implications
of maintaining them on other US trade policy priorities.
Were the United States to be challenged in the WTO and
succeed in arguing for an Article XX(g) or Article XXI exception, it would create a precedent that could limit the
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ability of the US to challenge other countries export restrictions in the future. Beyond the case law, it could also
damage US credibility in arguing for the removal of domestic energy subsidies or export restrictions more broadly, or win non-energy concessions in current trade talks
with the European and Asian countries.
In the negotiations over the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), for example, the Europeans
have argued for the inclusion of an energy chapter and the
elimination of US energy export restrictions. In its initial
negotiating position, the EU noted that for energy and
raw materials an agreement should include “the elimination of export restrictions, including duties or any measure
that have a similar effect.”131 A subsequently leaked EU
non-paper highlighted the crisis in Ukraine as an example
of the threats to EU energy supply security that free trade
in energy could help address.132 It also noted the success of
US-EU cooperation in challenging China’s export restrictions, and how maintaining export restrictions would undermine those efforts. “Combatting resource nationalism,
together vis-à-vis third countries while at the same time allowing for export restrictions to exist between us sends the
wrong message to our partners and offers some of these resource-rich countries a great opportunity to interpret trade
rules in a way which is detrimental to our economies.”
As the United States Trade Representative noted upon the
conclusion of the China raw materials case, “by upholding
rules on fair access to raw materials, this decision is a win
not only for the United States, but also for every nation
that respects the principles of openness and fairness. Those
principles are the pillars of the rules-based global trading
system, and we must protect them vigilantly.”133
GEOPOLITICS
All else equal, an increase in US crude production resulting from the removal of current crude export restrictions
would reduce non-US crude production and global crude
oil prices. Using global supply-and-demand elasticities
both from the academic literature and existing crude export studies, even a 1.2 million b/d increase would have a
relatively modest impact on global oil prices (a decline of
$0 to $4 per barrel on average between 2015 and 2025)
and non-US oil supply (a decrease of 200,000 to 1.0 million b/d on average between 2015 and 2025) relative to a
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global oil market expected to be producing more than 80
million b/d of crude oil (excluding other liquids) during
that period (full methodology available at http://www.rhg.
com/crudeexports). Still, it is useful to consider the potential geopolitical effects, if only directionally. Obviously,
this effect also depends upon OPEC’s response to an increase in US supply and whether OPEC producers offset
the increase by cutting output.
Lower global crude prices and lower non-US crude production reduces the economic power, fiscal resources and geopolitical influence of large oil producing countries, from
Saudi Arabia to Canada. Additional supply on the market
also increases competition and reduces any one country’s
ability to leverage its resources to gain geopolitical influence. Conventional wisdom is that reducing oil revenue
for geopolitical rivals like Russia and Iran is a geopolitical
benefit to the United States. That is certainly the theory
behind the recent application of financial sanctions against
Russia and Iran. There is also a view that reducing the oil
market share of autocratic allies like Saudi Arabia will free
the United States to pursue other foreign policy objectives
like human rights protection and democratization.134
Reducing foreign producers’ oil revenue and market share
could have negative geopolitical consequences as well. After several years with oil prices at $100 or above, oil-producing countries have significantly increased oil-funded
spending on domestic social programs, domestic security,
and national defense.135 A sharp drop in oil prices such
as the one that occurred in the second half of 2014 will
challenge the sustainability of those fiscal plans, raising the
prospect of political unrest. That could be positive, if current autocratic regimes become more democratic. It could
also lead to broader instability in the Middle East, Africa,
and Latin America, with attendant national security risks
for the United States.
It is important not to overstate the magnitude of these impacts, either positive or negative. Even a 1.2 million b/d
increase in US crude production as a result of lifting crude
export restrictions could easily be overwhelmed by other
market events. Despite the notable inability of OPEC to
reduce output at its November 2014 meeting, OPEC, and
Saudi Arabia in particular, will continue to play on outsize
role in the global oil market in the longer term.136 This is
due both to its current and projected market share137 and
its unique ability to hold spare production capacity, which

is defined as the ability to bring production online within
30 days and sustain it for more than 90 days.138 This ability to play the role of swing supplier has given Saudi Arabia unique market power and geopolitical influence but
also helped balance the market in response to short-term
supply disruptions or demand shocks.139 The political fate
of oil-producing countries will be determined much more
by other factors, such as the baseline crude-oil price outlook and domestic fiscal discipline. But at the margin, an
export-driven increase in US oil production would likely
geopolitically advantage the United States.

More trade
While the impact of lifting crude export restrictions on US
production and global prices is uncertain and likely modest in the global context, the impact on US oil trade flows
may be significant. With export restrictions in place, US
refiners will continue to switch from imported to domestic
crude and add capacity to handle more domestic supply,
thus backing out more imports. If export restrictions are
lifted, imports will be higher than they would otherwise
be and the United States will likely export additional light
tight oil production—although the global market for light
oil and condensate is not without its limits. While net US
oil imports will be lower without the export restrictions,
thanks to an increase in domestic production, gross crude
imports will be higher, as refiners import a certain type
of crude that is best suited to their refineries and producers export other types of crude to better-suited refineries
abroad, as discussed in previous sections.
This increased trade, both of imports and exports, could
have geopolitical consequences. Given the size and liquidity of the global oil market, where a country buys its crude
from should theoretically make little difference in the event
of a supply disruption. But the supply security concerns
of politicians and defense planners mean specific bilateral
trade flows can have significant geopolitical implications
in practice.140 Oil importing countries, from the United
States to Japan, have long attached special importance to
their bilateral relationship with crude trading partners.
The importing country is often seen as the subjugate in
such relationships, though, ironically, Chinese oil imports
are generally seen by the West as providing Beijing with
geopolitical leverage. Yet like all freely entered commercial
engagements, the benefits of trade are mutual. Beyond the
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direct economic gains, trade generally improves bilateral
relations more broadly, opens new lines of communication
and reduces the odds of conflict.141 Lifting crude export
restrictions extends US geopolitical influence by maintaining current trade relationships on the import side and generating new ones through exports.

Diplomatic leverage
As with international trade, the most significant geopolitical impact of lifting crude export restrictions might be on
overall US diplomatic leverage and credibility rather than
direct market or security outcomes. Recent application of
financial sanctions to achieve foreign policy objectives provides an excellent example.
While sanctions have long been a feature of the US foreign
policy arsenal, they are being used in increasingly novel and
targeted ways, often against large energy producing countries, not only to cut off energy flows but also to isolate
them from international financial and commercial systems
through financial tools, pressure, and market forces.142
Two recent examples are the imposition of financial sanctions on Iran and Russia, two of the world’s largest oil producers. In both cases, success required addressing concerns
both within the United States and other countries that
global oil prices would not spike in response to a sanctions-driven loss of supply. That concern was most acute
in the Russian case, as the country is responsible for more
than 10 percent of global crude oil supply, and resulted in
narrower sanctions targeted at future oil investment rather
than current oil supply.143 Oil price concerns were also a
major obstacle in building international support for much
broader sanctions against Iran.
The United States has prohibited trade with Iran for
years.144 In 2011 it designated a number of Iranian elites
as engaged in terrorism or nuclear proliferation, making
both US and foreign companies and individuals doing
business with these Iranian elites subject to sanction under the Comprehensive Iran Sanctions and Accountability Act (CISADA).145 Later that year, the US Congress
included provisions in the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) that instructed the administration to
persuade other countries to “significantly” reduce their
purchases of Iranian crude oil or face sanctions in the
United States.146
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With crude oil prices spiking to $125 per barrel shortly
after the NDAA was signed into law, US diplomats had a
difficult task in persuading Iran’s oil buyers to reduce purchases and diversify their sources of supply. Iran’s customers were concerned about their ability to find alternative
sources of supply without putting further upward pressure
on prices. Saudi Arabia’s decision to increase production
helped placate these fears, as did speculation of a stockpile release by IEA member countries (particularly since
IEA countries had released strategic oil reserves the prior
year, in June 2011, in response to the Libya disruption).
The rapid growth in US production was also a significant
factor.147 It increased the range of supply options available
to other countries by displacing US imports, and helped
moderate the increase in global oil prices resulting from a
loss in Iranian supply.
To the extent that maintaining US crude export restrictions reduces US production growth, future attempts to
build international support for sanctions against oil-producing countries may be less successful. More important,
it will be tough for US diplomats to press other countries
to reduce crude imports from a target country in the interest of global peace and security if the United States is
unwilling to help make alternative supplies available.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

While an increase in US crude oil production resulting
from a modification or removal of current export restrictions has economic, security, and foreign policy benefits, it
also carries environmental risks.
LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
Development of oil and gas from shale and other tight formations poses environmental risks that must be managed
at both the state and federal level. US tight oil and shale
gas production is set to grow independent of export policy
decisions, so it is critical that states and the federal government continue to improve the level of regulation and enforcement. There are a number of local risks that have been
identified with development of shale gas and oil.148 While a
full accounting of the research into the impacts of shale development is beyond the scope of this study,149 an advisory
board to the US Secretary of Energy identified four main
areas of concern: “(1) Possible pollution of drinking water from methane and chemicals used in fracturing fluids;
(2) Air pollution; (3) Community disruption during shale
gas production; and (4) Cumulative adverse impacts that
intensive shale production can have on communities and
ecosystems.”150 Best-practice regulations continue to be
developed and improved and can be implemented at modest cost.151 For example, the International Energy Agency
found that drilling shale wells at the highest standards for
safety increases production costs by only 7 percent.152
CLIMATE CHANGE CONSEQUENCES
Lifting current crude oil export restrictions has global environmental implications as well. According to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)’s greenhouse gas (GHG)
emission inventory, the production and transportation of
oil was responsible for 32 million metric tons (MMT) of
carbon dioxide (CO2) or other GHGs in 2012, measured
on a CO2-equivalent basis (CO2e).153 That’s relatively small
in context of the 6,256 MMT of gross GHGs the United States emitted that year. More consequential are CO2

emissions from the combustion of refined petroleum products in vehicles, buildings, and industrial facilities, which
accounted for 34 percent of total US GHG emissions in
2012. Oil combustion is responsible for a smaller share of
emissions outside the United States but still accounts for
nearly a quarter of the global GHG total.154
To the extent US crude exports increase domestic production and lower oil and gasoline prices, changing US crude
oil export restrictions would likely lead to higher US and
global oil-related GHG emissions by increasing consumption globally. Crude exports may also impact international
crude and refined product trade flows, although this latter
consideration is quite minor. The transport of crude and
refined product accounts for only 1.1 to 2.5 percent of
the “wells-to-wheels” GHG emissions from a barrel of oil,
depending on the type of fuel (Figure 27). Therefore, we
focus our analysis on the impact of lifting crude export
restrictions on global oil production and consumption, excluding consideration of trade flow effects.155
As discussed previously, our analysis suggests that lifting
current crude oil export restrictions could increase US
crude production by anywhere between 0 and 1.2 million
b/d on average between 2015 and 2025. Assessing the
global GHG impact of this increase requires answering
two separate questions:
1. How much of the increase in US production is
offset by a decrease in production elsewhere in the
world—i.e., how much does total global supply
and demand increase on net?
2. Where does the decrease in non-US production
occur?
The answer to the first question depends on price elasticity
of global oil demand (how responsive global crude demand
is to a change in global crude price) and the price elasticity
of non-US crude supply (how responsive non-US crude
production is to a given change in global crude price).
There is a wealth of academic literature that attempts to
econometrically estimate the long-term price elasticity of
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Figure 27: Wells-to-wheels crude oil GHG emissions
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global oil demand. Estimates vary depending on the time
period and region of study, but most fall between –0.072156
and –0.3.157 An elasticity of –0.072 means that a 1 percent
reduction in global crude prices would lead to a 0.072 percent increase in global crude demand. An elasticity of –0.3
increases the demand response to 0.3 percent. The EIA
uses a non-US demand elasticity of –0.25 in their Annual
Energy Outlook modeling. The ICF study uses an elasticity of –0.23. NERA starts with an elasticity of –0.1 that
grows to –0.5 over time. IHS does not report their specific
demand elasticity estimates.
Empirically deriving the long-term price elasticity of
global oil supply is much more challenging due to the
rapidly changing cost structure of global oil production
and the presence of a large producer cartel (OPEC). The
few estimates available range from 0.15 (IMF 2012) to
0.25 (Krichene 2002). A supply elasticity of 0.15 means
that a 1 percent increase in global crude price would
result in a 0.15 percent increase in global crude supply.
An elasticity of 0.25 would increase the supply response
to 0.25 percent. The EIA uses a non-US supply elastic-
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ity of 0.25 in their modeling. ICF uses an elasticity of
0.281. NERA uses an elasticity of 0.3 that grows to 1.0
over time.
On the one hand, it may be in OPEC’s collective interest
to offset an increase in US production with domestic supply cuts to try to prevent a drop in global oil prices and
maximize export revenue. That would result in a higher
price elasticity of non-US crude supply. For example, the
NERA study includes side cases in which OPEC cuts production to fully offset the increase in US output. The price
elasticity of non-US crude supply is over 3.5 on average
between 2015 and 2025 in this scenario, as opposed to 0.4
in NERA’s core High Oil & Gas Resource scenario where
OPEC production decisions are made based on marginal
cost. While US production increases by 3.3 million b/d on
average between 2015 and 2025, OPEC supply cuts mean
global demand only increases by 200,000 b/d. In NERA’s
default High Oil & Gas Resource scenario, US production
grows by 2.8 million b/d on average between 2015 and
2025 and global demand grows by 900,000 b/d.
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On the other hand, OPEC has a mixed track record at best of
functioning effectively as a cartel, as already discussed. This is
particularly true during periods when global demand growth
is weak and non-OPEC supply is expanding. When that occurred in the 1980s, OPEC cohesion broke down and crude
prices collapsed. With market conditions somewhat similar
today, there is speculation that Saudi Arabia and other OPEC
countries will continue to be reluctant to cut output and instead let prices stay low so that other producers are forced to
scale back. Such behavior (which lowers the price elasticity of
global oil supply) is great for consumers but also means that a
given increase in US production will result in a larger increase
in global oil demand. Although it is too early to rule out
OPEC cuts in the current environment, the recent meeting
of OPEC in November 2014 adds further weight to the view
that OPEC may not act as a cartel to cut back production in
response to a further increase in US supply.
Given the uncertainty around the long-run price elasticity
of both crude oil supply and demand, a 1.2 million b/d
increase in US production due to removing current export
restrictions could result in anywhere between a 0 and 1
million b/d increase in global crude demand (see Rhodium Group GHG analysis at http://www.rhg.com/crudeexports).158 As mentioned above, the GHG emissions from
this increase in demand will depend on the GHG-intensity of US LTO production versus the 200,000 to 1.2 million b/d of non-US crude production displaced. Projecting
which sources of crude production will decline in response
to an increase in US output is even more challenging than
estimating the magnitude of that decline. We assess the net
GHG impact of a 0 to 1 million b/d net increase in global
crude demand under two scenarios:
Scenario 1: All the reduction in non-US crude output occurs in relatively GHG-intensive sources of production. As
a proxy we use synthetic crude oil (SCO) produced from the
Canadian oil sands using the Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD) production process. IHS estimates the wellsto-wheels GHG emissions from this crude source is 598
kilograms of CO2e per barrel of refined product (Figure 27).
Scenario 2: All the reduction in non-US crude output occurs in relatively GHG-light sources of production. As a
proxy we used Statfjord crude produced in Europe’s North
Sea. IHS estimates the wells-to-wheels GHG emissions
from this crude source is 459 kilograms of CO2e per barrel
of refined product (Figure 27).

In reality, a range of crudes will likely be displaced by higher US LTO production, but this approach was selected to
provide upper and lower bound estimates. For the United States, we assume the increase in LTO production will
have a wells-to-wheels GHG profile of 467 kilograms of
CO2e per barrel, an average of IHS’s estimates of the Bakken (479) and the Eagle Ford (455) oils.
Using this approach, if easing export restriction resulted in
1.2 million b/d of increased US LTO production, the net
impact on global GHG emissions would be –57 to +168
MMTCO2e. A smaller increase in US production would
result in a smaller increase (or at the other end of the range
a smaller decrease) in CO2 emissions.
In factoring potential GHG emissions into any policy decision regarding current crude oil export restrictions, the fact
that the majority of any increase in crude oil demand (and
associated CO2) would occur outside the United States is an
important consideration. International climate diplomacy is
organized around the principle that countries have autonomy
in determining how to reduce emissions within their borders.
There is great variation across countries both in natural resource endowments and economic circumstances, and each
country has its own political considerations and constraints.
Making progress on climate thus requires affording countries
the flexibility to design domestically tailored emission reduction strategies. For some countries, renewable energy deployment might make the most sense. For others, reducing deforestation may be a better initial focus. The countries in which
oil demand could increase if US export restrictions are lifted
may welcome the reduction in oil prices and prefer to reduce
emissions in other parts of their economies. They also have
the option of preventing lower prices from translating into
higher demand (and associated emissions) through vehicle efficiency improvements or fossil fuel subsidy reform. But those
are choices best left to them to make.
It is also important to consider the cost of addressing
GHG emissions through crude export restrictions relative
to other policy choices. There are a wide range of more
cost-effective policy options for reducing global GHG
emissions, from EPA’s recently proposed CO2 emissions
standards for existing power plants, to federal regulation of
fugitive methane emissions from oil and gas production, to
extended heavy-duty vehicle standards or tightened light
duty vehicle standards. And these emission reductions
would all occur at home.159
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POLICY OPTIONS

Much discussion has focused on whether lawmakers will
“lift the ban” on crude oil exports. Events throughout 2014,
however, have made clear that while there are statutory restrictions on crude oil exports, there are also a number of
exceptions to those restrictions, and a range of options for
further loosening restrictions should policymakers wish to
do so. Indeed, under current law crude exports are expected to reach around 500,000 b/d by early 2015, up from
27,000 b/d on average during the 2000s.160 The United
States now exports more crude oil than OPEC member Ecuador.161 These levels could rise further even absent government action through a combination of exports to Canada,
re-exports, processed condensate exports, and exports from
Alaska.162 Allowing crude exports above these levels, however, would require action by the administration, using legal
authority it has under existing law, or action by Congress to
change those laws. Broadly speaking, there are four potential
policy routes to ease the crude export restrictions.
USE OF PRESIDENTIAL NATIONAL INTEREST
AUTHORITY
First, the president has the authority under EPCA to allow
crude oil exports based on a national-interest determination by making a “class of seller or purchaser, country of
destination, or any other reasonable classification or basis as the president determines” exempt from the ban. As
noted earlier, this authority has been used by three other
presidents on five different occasions. The president could
make such a national interest finding for a certain group
of nations—for example, that it is in the national interest
to permit crude exports to free trade agreement countries
or to NATO allies. Whatever the category of countries, if
the goal is to ensure that the US oil price is not artificially
discounted relative to the world price, it would be important to ensure the countries permitted for export provide
adequate refinery demand for US light crude oil. Alternatively, the president could allow crude oil exports of a
certain quality, such as above 40 or 45 degrees API gravity,
acknowledging how the US oil production outlook has
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changed and how it is mismatched with legacy US refining
capacity. The president could also find it is in the national
interest to lift the export ban entirely.
FLEXIBLE ADMINISTRATIVE INTERPRETATION
OF EXISTING REGULATIONS
Second, the Department of Commerce could proceed with
a flexible approach in its application of existing laws and
regulations. This approach seems to have been evident recently when it granted classification rulings to Pioneer and
Enterprise to export condensate processed through stabilizers that include a simple distillation tower.163 And it was
further evident when BIS on December 30 2014 issued
a set of FAQs that identified six factors it will consider,
among others, in determining whether liquid hydrocarbons have been “processed through a crude oil distillation
tower.”164 As discussed previously, these factors make clear
that other companies may now export lightly processed
condensate that has been both stabilized and processed
through a field distillation tower, and may open the door
beyond condensate to some exports of light oil (e.g., 40
or 45 API gravity) processed through simple and cheaper
(around $150 to 200 million) stabilization and distillation
units.165 The volume of condensate and light oil that will
be permissible to export will be determined by how flexibly and permissively BIS interprets the new FAQs that it
has issued. Because the classification rulings are not public,
it is difficult to know exactly how the FAQs will be applied
in practice and what reasoning is used to reach findings
about what may or may not be exported.
Similarly, the Commerce Department may be asked to approve licenses for exchange transactions. As noted above,
that will require Commerce to make determinations about
such questions as how to determine whether one type of
crude is “of an equal or greater quality” to another, or
whether a batch of crude “cannot reasonably be marketed in the US” for “compelling economic or technological
reasons.”166
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The volume of condensate and light oil that will be permissible
to export will be determined by how flexibly and permissively
BIS interprets the new FAQs that it has issued.
To the extent Commerce has some discretion to be more
or less permissive in how it applies existing regulatory language to create certain pathways to ease the current export
restriction, adopting a more flexible approach may provide
more outlets for light oil and condensate.
Beyond condensate and exchanges, Commerce has the
authority to approve exports on a case-by-case basis “if
BIS determines that the proposed export is consistent
with the national interest and the purposes of the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (EPCA).” Presently
the regulations specify the types of transactions that will
generally be approved, such as exchanges, although it
notes “BIS will consider all applications for approval.”
Commerce could take an expansive view of the types of
transactions it will approve on a case-by-case basis and
could further amend its regulations to specify additional
types of transactions beyond exchanges that will generally
be approved, for example, light oil above a certain API
gravity threshold.
ADMINISTRATIVE MODIFICATION OF EXISTING REGULATIONS
Third, the Department of Commerce could change the
existing regulations to loosen the export restriction. Because there is no definition of crude oil in EPCA, such a
change could be done by the Department of Commerce,
although it would likely require a notice and comment
rulemaking under the Administrative Procedure Act. For
example, it might consider whether to modify the definition of crude oil in the BIS regulations to explicitly
exclude condensate (defined as a certain API gravity, say

50 degrees and above). This would allow condensate to
be exported straight from the wellhead, rather than requiring that it be processed into a refined product so it
could be sold abroad.
At present, the same exact condensate molecules may in
some cases already be treated differently for the purposes
of export, depending on whether they came from the field
or from a natural gas processing plant, so such a change
would have some justification in addressing that inconsistency. Moreover, such a change would be consistent with
the way crude is defined in several other contexts.167 Notwithstanding sanctions, Iranian exports have increased recently because they are exporting a larger volume of condensate, which is not considered crude under the existing
sanctions law.168 This creates the rather ironic outcome
that Iran can export condensate because the law does not
consider it crude oil, while US producers cannot because
the law does consider it crude oil.
Such a regulatory change would raise thorny questions—
for example, exactly how does one define condensate? And
if the definition is just based on an API gravity level, can
different crudes be mixed to create a blend crude that
meets that cutoff point?
Allowing condensate exports via the application of more
flexible administrative interpretation, either minimally
processed as refined product or directly from the wellhead,
is appealing as a political matter because it can be done
with minimal modifications to existing regulations instead
of requiring a presidential national interest finding. Moreover, such an approach would allow time for the public
and policymakers to develop a greater understanding of
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the magnitude of the potential market problem and existing uncertainties about the cost of accommodating a lighter crude slate.
While allowing condensates to be sold to other countries
would be a meaningful adjustment to current export restrictions, there are limitations policymakers should consider.
It is important to bear in mind that condensate exports
provide some relief but do leave the fundamental market
problem largely unaddressed. While condensate production has grown rapidly, the EIA estimates it accounts for
only 10 percent of the total increase in US light oil supply
growth since 2011.169 Allowing condensate exports, lightly
processed or direct from the wellhead, is projected to result
in exports of roughly 300,000 to 500,000 b/d and thus
put off the potential light sweet surplus by roughly one
to two years, although the oil price drop may extend this
period by slowing the rate of US production growth.170
CONGRESSIONAL ACTION
Finally, Congress could change the law. Although this
would provide the most long-term certainty, and would
be necessary to completely remove the export restriction
rather than just narrow its scope or create national interest
exceptions to it, the current challenges evident with passing any legislation through Congress suggest this may not
be likely any time soon. While incoming Senate Energy
Committee chair Lisa Murkowski has been very vocal in
supporting lifting the restriction, few other members of
either party have yet spoken out forcefully on the issue.171
That is not surprising, given political sensitivity to gasoline
prices and the public perception that domestic oil supply
should be kept within the United States in an attempt
to lower domestic gasoline prices.172 Unlike some other
energy production–related issues, such as the highly visible
Keystone XL decision, which often break down along party lines, supporting oil exports may be perceived as politically perilous by politicians of both political parties.
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CONCLUSION

Today’s oil market looks very different than it did in the
1970s, when current crude oil export restrictions were first
put in place. At that time, the United States had adopted
domestic price controls to combat inflation, and crude export restrictions were necessary to make those price controls effective. While price controls have long since fallen
away, crude export restrictions remain. They have been
modified over time to reflect market changes, but the current US tight oil boom is putting the regime as a whole to
the test.
We find that the original rationale for crude export restrictions no longer applies. If recent production growth rates
continue, we will exhaust the ability of existing refineries
to process additional US light crude within the next few
years. If that happens, current crude export restrictions
will distort market outcomes, reducing US crude output,
increasing the price of gasoline and other refined product
prices, and harming the US economy. While the direction
of the impact is clear, the magnitude and timing is highly
uncertain, and has likely been overstated in some recent
analysis. This is particularly true given the recent drop in
global oil prices, which all else equal will slow the rate of
US production growth and delay the point at which current crude export restrictions really begin to bite.

they otherwise would have been. While we do not believe
export restrictions are an appropriate or cost-effective way
to reduce CO2 emissions, it is critical that more aggressive policy actions be taken to address climate change.
Full implementation of recently proposed CO2 emission
standards for existing power plants under the Clean Air
Act, regulation of fugitive methane emissions from oil
and gas production, extension of fuel economy standards
for heavy-duty vehicles, and strengthened fuel economy
standards for light-duty vehicles are all cost-effective and
meaningful steps. We can support domestic production
while still meeting our climate change objectives, but that
requires new policy to reduce US oil consumption and
production-related GHG emissions, as well as action in
other sectors.

Allowing free trade in crude oil would not, as many fear,
harm US energy security. Indeed, at the margin, it would
make the United States more resilient to supply disruptions elsewhere in the world. Lifting crude export restrictions would also be consistent with past US trade policy
positions and be supportive of current trade policy objectives. And increased US production can weaken the economic power, fiscal strength and geopolitical influence of
other large oil producers, as the recent oil price drop has
demonstrated.
To the extent that allowing crude exports increases overall US production and thus lowers oil and gasoline prices
here and around the world, it will likely lead to more global consumption and thus CO2 emissions relative to what
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